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ABSTRACT
Carbonaceous solid-water slurries (CSWS) are concentrated suspensions of coal, petcoke
bitumen, pitch etc. in water which are used as feedstock for gasifiers. The high solid loading
(60−75 wt.%) in the slurry increases CSWS viscosity. For easier handling and pumping of these
highly loaded mixtures, low viscosities are desirable. Depending on the nature of the carbonaceous
solid, solids loading in the slurry and the particle size distribution, viscosity of a slurry can vary
significantly. Ability to accurately predict the viscosity of a slurry will provide a better control
over the design of slurry transport system and for viscosity optimization. The existing viscosity
prediction models were originally developed for hard-sphere suspensions and therefore do not take
into account surface chemistry. As a result, the viscosity predictions using these models for CSWS
are not very accurate. Additives are commonly added to decrease viscosity of the CSWS by
altering the surface chemistry. Since additives are specific to CSWS, selection of appropriate
additives is crucial. The goal of this research was to aid in optimization of CSWS viscosity through
improved prediction and selection of appropriate additive.
To incorporate effect of surface chemistry in the models predicting suspension viscosity,
the effect of the different interfacial interactions caused by different surface chemistries has to be
accounted for. Slurries of five carbonaceous solids with varying O/C ratio (to represent different
surface chemistry parameters) were used for the study. To determine the interparticle interactions
of the carbonaceous solids in water, interfacial energies were calculated on the basis of surface
chemistries, characterized by contact angles and zeta potential measurements. The carbonaceous
solid particles in the slurries were assumed to be spherical. Polar interaction energy
(hydrophobic/hydrophilic interaction energy), which was observed to be 5-6 orders of magnitude
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higher than the electrostatic interaction energy, and the van der Waals interaction energy, was
clearly the dominant interaction energy for such a system. Hydrophobic interactions lead to the
formation of aggregation networks of solids in the suspensions, entrapping a part of the bulk water,
whereas hydrophilic interactions result in the formation of hydration layers around carbonaceous
solids. Both of these phenomena cause a loss of bulk water from the slurry and increase the
effective solid volume fraction, resulting in an increase in slurry viscosity. The water in the bulk
of the slurry, responsible for the fluidity of the slurry is called free water. The amount of free water
was determined using thermogravimetric analysis and was observed to increase with an increase
in the O/C ratio of a carbonaceous solid (up to ~20%). The free water to total water ratio was
observed to be constant for the slurry of a particular carbonaceous solid for various loadings of
solids (44 wt.% to 67 wt.%). The increase in the effective solid volume fractions of slurries was
determined using viscosity measurements. A relationship between the effective solid volume
fraction and the O/C ratio of the carbonaceous solid was developed. This correlation was then
incorporated into the existing equation for viscosity prediction (developed based on particle size
distribution and solid volume fraction), to account for the surface chemistry of the carbonaceous
solid and hence improve the predictive capabilities. This modified equation was validated using
three concentrated carbonaceous slurries with different particle size distributions and was observed
to significantly improve accuracy of prediction (deviation of predicted results decreased from up
to 96% to 25%). The validation was performed with a lignite, bituminous coal and a petcoke-all
with low ash yield.
Additives modify the surface chemistry of the carbonaceous solids, thereby affecting the
interfacial interactions. Through this research, the effects of additives on the interfacial interactions
and hence on slurry viscosity were determined. Since the additives used are specific to the surface
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chemistry of the solids in the slurry, this knowledge aids in the selection of the appropriate additive.
The study was conducted using three carbonaceous solids with different O/C ratios and an anionic
and a non-ionic additive. The adsorption of the additives on the carbonaceous solids, the change
in the zeta potential and hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the solids and the change in the free
water content of the slurries were determined. The adsorption of the additives increased with an
increase in the mineral matter content of the carbonaceous solids. There was also an increase in
the zeta potential of the carbonaceous solids in water upon the addition of the anionic additive (up
to ~30%). However, the calculated resultant electrostatic repulsion energy upon the addition of the
anionic additive was 5-6 orders of magnitude lower than the polar interaction energy of the
carbonaceous solids in water. Contact angle measurements indicated that both additives changed
the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the solid surface (by up to 70°). This resulted in the release
of bound water into the bulk slurries (up to 6%), resulting in greater fluidity. The increase in free
water content of the slurries with additives was confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
A correlation predicting the slurry viscosity on the basis of the weight fraction of free water in the
slurries with additives was also developed.
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Chapter 1 . Introduction
Carbonaceous solid slurries are concentrated suspensions of finely ground carbonaceous
solid particles from coal or oil refinery residues (bitumen, petcoke, etc.) in water, fuel oil or
methanol [1,2]. Traditionally coal has been the feedstock that was most well explored [1,3]. These
slurry fuels with finely ground coal were used for combustion applications in industrial boilers,
utility boilers, diesel engines, etc. [4,5]. Currently, these slurry fuels are being used as gasifier
feedstock where a wider particle size distribution is used than those used for combustion
applications [6]. Besides coal, the trend is to utilize relatively inexpensive, carbon-rich and low
ash byproducts of the petroleum industry such as bitumen or petcoke for preparing slurries for
gasification applications [7–9].

1.1. Carbonaceous solid slurries
1.1.1. Coal slurries
Attempts to use coal slurries as substitutes for fuel oil date back to 1913 [3,4,10]. Several
sporadic attempts to use coal-oil slurry fuel were made until 1970, when interest in using coal-oil
slurry fuel as a substitute for oil grew due to the steep increase in oil prices. Around 1980, with
decreasing oil prices, the cost savings realized by using coal-oil slurry were not sufficient to offset
boiler conversion costs, which led to the complete replacement of oil in the industry and the
formulation of coal-water slurry fuel (CWSF) instead [11,12]. Since anthracites have lower
reactivity and lower volatiles, and lignites have higher inherent moisture content, bituminous coals
were generally used to prepare these slurries [1]. A typical coal-water slurry consisted of 60-75
wt.% of coal, 24-39% wt.% of water and less than 1wt.% chemical additive [13,14,15]. As the
slurries were stored for several days in tanks before burning, stabilizers were used to prevent
1

settling [13]. These slurries typically required a particle size distribution with 70% of the particles
less than 74 μm and a mean particle size of 36 μm [16]. The main obstacles in using CWSF in
boilers designed for burning oil were the slagging, fouling and erosion due the ash, and sulfur
content. Removal of ash from boilers that were not designed for ash removal, installing soot
blowers and steepening the slope of boiler floors overcame these issues [17]. The economical
alternative was to burn beneficiated coal (reduced ash yield). To determine if a superclean coal
water slurry fuel can be combusted in an oil-designed industrial boiler without affecting boiler
rating, maintainability and reliability too much, in the 1980s The Pennsylvania State University
conducted a demonstration program for the United States Department of Energy (DOE) and the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania [1,13,18]. A superclean coal-water slurry comprising coal with
less than 0.3 wt.% of ash and 0.9 wt.% of sulfur, dry basis, was used. Considering the investment
of the modification of the oil-fired boiler and that oil prices in in the 1980s were only marginally
higher than the CWSF price ($0.70 per MMBtu), the incentive for the development the CWSF was
not sufficient [13]. In the 1990s, as a consequence of the Clean Air Act Amendment, CWSF gained
popularity as an alternative approach to dewatering and thermal drying of wet coal fines. However,
all these studies addressed the main concerns such as stability against settling and the sharp
increase in viscosity that occurs at higher concentrations. The fundamental work in this domain
was conducted by Fuerstenau, in the early 1990s, for the United States Department of Energy, on
Pittsburgh no. 8 coal-water slurry [19–24]. The study reports the rheological behavior of the slurry
for different ball-mill grinding conditions, different solids contents, different types of additives
and the effect of storage time on the slurry rheology [19,20]. It was experimentally established that
slurry viscosity increases with an increase in the proportion of fines in the mixture, an increase in
solid loading and decreases with the addition of additives. A storage time as long as 30 days, on
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the other hand, has very little effect on slurry rheology [23]. A slight increase in viscosity observed
after storing for a few days was due to the oxidation of the coal. It was further observed that the
anionic additive (2-TEPA) and the non-ionic additive (Triton X) could reduce the slurry viscosity
significantly, whereas the cationic additive (TMAE) increased viscosity for smaller dosages (< 0.5
wt.%) and then decreased viscosity for higher dosages with viscosity for a dosage of 1wt.% being
similar to that obtained without an additive [24]. It was also found that Triton X-405, having a
higher number of ethoxy groups in its structure, performs better than Triton X-165 and Triton X100 [21,22]. This shows that the number of ethoxy groups plays a major role in CSWS viscosity
reduction. The failure of the cationic additive to reduce slurry viscosity was attributed to the
decrease in the zeta potential of the coal surface although no measurement of zeta potential was
documented [22]. Aggregation of carbonaceous solids in water was reported to increase with the
addition of anionic and non-ionic additives and decrease for the addition of the cationic additive.
Dooher et al. studied the influence of the physical and chemical characteristics of coal on its
slurriability and on that basis developed a phenomenological model to predict slurriability [25,26].
However, the proprietary algorithm is not in the public domain. Dooher et al.’s study was the first
of its kind to attempt to investigate the science of such slurries instead of simply reporting
experimental observations. In the years that followed, numerous studies involving coal-water
slurry rheology were conducted. A summary of those studies is discussed in Chapter 2.
1.1.2. Petcoke slurries
Petroleum coke, or petcoke, is a byproduct of the petroleum industry. It is produced as a
by-product in a delayed coker by thermally cracking the distilled fraction of petroleum which is
too heavy for hydrocracking and fluidized bed cracking but too light for an asphalt fraction [9].
Due to the refining of larger quantities of heavy oil, the supply of petcoke in the USA has increased
3

by 9% from 2009 to 2013. It is also expected to increase globally because of increased refining of
heavy unconventional oil due to the proliferation of recovery methods such as hydrofracturing.
Since petcoke is low in ash but high in sulfur, nickel and vanadium, it cannot be combusted
directly in boilers due to environmental regulations. However, it can be used in the form of slurry
as a gasifier feedstock, as it has a high fixed carbon content, a high heating value, and a low ash
yield [7,27]. Besides, gasification is the best way to treat the high levels of sulfur and heavy metal
contaminants in petcoke. In a gasifier, the sulfur can be converted to hydrogen sulfide and can be
removed from the synthesis gas. Out of the three types of gasifiers- the moving bed, the fluid bed
and the entrained flow gasifiers, the entrained flow gasifier works in slagging conditions, i.e. at a
high temperature greater than1400°C [28]. At this temperature, the ash and the metal contaminants
are melted into a liquid slag and removed from the bottom of the gasifier. Additionally, petcoke,
being an undesirable byproduct, is available at a low cost and therefore makes the process more
economically viable [8].

1.2. Carbonaceous solid-water slurries as gasifier feedstock
1.2.1. Gasification
Gasification provides a cleaner and more efficient way of producing electricity, hydrogen
and other valuable products from carbonaceous solids [28,29]. Rather than burning the
carbonaceous solid, gasification thermo-chemically breaks it down [30]. Even though gasification
became a commercial process as early as 1812, it was only in the 1920s that synthesis gas and
hydrogen were produced by gasification processes using an oxygen blast instead of air [31]. Then
in 1970, due to the oil crisis, coal gasification gained prominence as an important process to
produce liquid and gaseous fuels. Gasification of heavy oil refinery residues or byproducts started
in the 1990s. This helped in avoiding the expenses involved in disposal of these high sulfur
4

carbonaceous solids. Therefore, instead of coal, gasification industries started using more
economic and high-calorific-value byproducts of oil refineries such as petcoke and bitumen for
gasification. The feed system and the gasifiers for these solids are similar to those used for coal,
and therefore these could easily be used without much modification of the existing system.
The idea of using synthesis gas as fuel for gas turbines was introduced in 1950, and finally
interest in IGCC (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle) reactors started to appear in 2003
[6,32]. The IGCC process comprises a gasification system and a power system (Figure 1-1). The
gasification system consists of a gasification reactor (gasifier), an air separation unit (ASU), gas
cooling and gas clean up units [33]. Generally, the gasifier used for such an application is an
entrained-flow-type gasifier. A water-gas-shift reactor and CO2 separation unit are sometimes
added to obtain hydrogen-rich syngas and CO2 for sequestration. GE Energy (originally developed
by Texaco), Shell, ConocoPhillips E-gas (originally developed by Destec) and Siemens (formerly
GSP) run the major commercial IGCC power plants [32,34]. The raw syngas generation process
involves hot raw syngas generation followed by quenching and syngas cooling. First, the
carbonaceous solid is fed to a gasifier by dry feed (Shell at the bottom of the gasifier, and Siemens
at the top of the gasifier) or slurry feed (GE at the top of the gasifier, and E-gas at the bottom of
the gasifier) in either a single stage (Shell, GE and Siemens) or two stages (E-gas) [35]. Gasifying
agents, consisting of steam and a limited amount of oxygen (from the ASU), are supplied from the
top of the gasifier (Shell and Siemens, oxygen and steam; E-gas, oxygen) or the bottom of the
gasifier (GE, oxygen).
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Figure 1-1. Schematic of an IGCC system [36]
The major reactions involved in gasification are as follows [36]:
The combustion reactions:
1. 𝐶 + 1⁄2 𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑂

(-111 MJ/kmol)

(1-1)

2. 𝐶 + 1⁄2 𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑂2

(-283 MJ/kmol)

(1-2)

3. 𝐻2 + 1⁄2 𝑂2 → 𝐻2 𝑂

(-242 MJ/kmol)

(1-3)

Other important gasification reactions include:
The Water-Gas Reaction
4. 𝐶 + 𝐻2 𝑂 ↔ 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2

(+131 MJ/kmol)

The Boudouard Reaction
6

(1-4)

5. 𝐶 + 𝐶𝑂2 ↔ 2 𝐶𝑂

(+172 MJ/kmol)

(1-5)

(-75 MJ/kmol)

(1-6)

The Methanation Reaction
6 𝐶 + 2 𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝐻4

Synthesis gas, or “syngas,” which mainly consists of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, is
produced during the gasification process. Ash is formed and melted, the majority of which deposits
on the walls of the gasifier and leaves the gasifier in a liquid flow as slag [37]. The syngas is cooled
and cleaned to remove the other gases and particles, leaving only carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide
and hydrogen. The carbon monoxide is converted into more hydrogen and carbon dioxide by
mixing it with steam in the “shift reactor.” The cleaned syngas is then combusted in a gas turbine
to produce electricity. The steam from this process drives a steam turbine and generates electricity
[38].
As has been mentioned earlier, gasification has several advantages over combustion. Since
the produced syngas in gasification is at a higher temperature and pressure than the exhaust gases
produced in combustion, removal of sulfur and nitrous oxides (SOX, and NOX) and trace
contaminants such as mercury, arsenic, selenium and cadmium are easier [39]. For this same
reason, even the capture of CO2 and utilization of carbon dioxide for enhanced oil recovery
(CO2 EOR) is possible [34]. Moreover, besides the various ranks of coals, wastes, biomass and
other refinery byproducts can also be used as feed. The syngas produced by gasification can be
processed into liquid fuels (diesel, gasoline, jet fuel, etc.), hydrogen and synthetic natural gas, or
a range of fertilizers or other high-value chemicals including anhydrous ammonia, ammonium
sulfate, sulfur, phenol, naphtha and CO2 [40]. Additionally, even the slag produced can be used in
the production of cement [41]. The thermal efficiency achieved in this process is approximately
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50% as compared to 32.5% as in the case of combustion. This means less coal is needed in case of
gasification to produce the same amount of energy as the combustion system [29].
1.2.2. Advantages & disadvantages of the slurry feed system
Gasifiers can have either of the two types of feed systems—the slurry feed system or the
dry feed system [42]. The slurry feed system involves pumping CSWS as feed to the gasifiers,
whereas in the dry feed system, dry solids are fed into the gasifier using lock hoppers. The slurry
feed system, due to its high water content (25- 40% by weight), has 20-25% higher oxygen
consumption, as compared to the dry feed system, and therefore leads to lower gasification
efficiency [6]. However, the slurry feed system is still used by some of the commercial gasifiers
and has certain significant advantages over the dry feed system. The lock hoppers necessary for a
dry feed system are expensive and bulky, with complex valve systems for ensuring a gas-tight
valve. More importantly, even though gasifier operation is more efficient at higher pressure, the
lock hopper system cannot be used at a pressure higher than 50 bar [43]. Pumping slurry, on the
other hand, minimizes operational complexities and can be done at pressures as high as 200 bar
[6,40]. Moreover, CSWS, unlike pulverized dry coal, can be stored without the danger of coal dust
explosions and is easier to transport [44]. Additionally, the water used in the cleaning process of
the carbonaceous solids becomes part of the slurry, thus reducing the need for dewatering [3].
Therefore, pumping slurry can prove to be a very effective feed system if the water content of the
slurry can be reduced. Higher water content increases the energy requirement, as more energy is
required to evaporate water and therefore decreases the thermal efficiency of the system. Industries
have tried to tackle this problem by raising the solid volume fraction and reducing the water content
of the slurry as much as possible [10]. This again leads to another problem of increased slurry
viscosity, resulting in higher pumping energy requirements and increased difficulties in handling.
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With the current technology, the maximum viscosity allowable for slurry transportation and
pumping, is about 1000 cP at 100s-1 shear rate [45]. Numerous studies have reported ways of
reducing slurry viscosity [45–56], and these are summarized and discussed in the next section.
Moreover, for such highly loaded slurries, the design of the transportation system becomes more
critical. The two commercial gasifiers in US using slurry feed are the GEE (owned by GE Energy)
and the E-gas gasifier (owned by Conoco Phillips) [6]. The following table (Table 1-1) lists the
carbonaceous solids, particle-size distributions and solid loadings of the slurries used in these
gasifiers [6, 45]:
Table1-1. Details of slurries used in the two commercial gasifiers in the US

GEE gasifier

E-gas gasifier

Carbonaceous
solid
Bituminous coal,
subbituminous
coal, petcoke
and biomass
Bituminous coal,
subbituminous
coal and petcoke

Solid loading

IGCC efficiency
% LHV Feed

62-68%

38%

63%

40%

1.2.3. Importance of slurry viscosity in the design of a slurry transportation system
The rheological behavior of slurries at different concentrations and conditions is an
important factor influencing the design of a slurry transportation system [57,58]. The viscosity of
the slurry is used to predict the head requirement for pumping the slurry and to determine the flowrate pressure-drop relationship. The viscosity is also used to find out the power requirement for
stirring the slurry in the mixing tank. Additionally, it can be used to assess the wear rate and life
of the pipeline. Hence it is apparent that knowledge of slurry viscosity is necessary to ensure a
continuous operation of a slurry feed system. Further, a predictive relationship to determine slurry
9

viscosity for each coal concentration and the particle size distribution for each rank of coal is
required to aid in the design of slurry transportation system [25]. Moreover, it is also important to
have a clear picture of the system to have better control over it.
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Chapter 2 . Literature Review
2.1. Carbonaceous solid-water slurry
The rheological behavior of CSWS has been an area of great research interest, with an
enormous volume of studies conducted. The majority of the published studies report experimental
observations of the effects of relevant factors on slurry viscosity. The solid loading of the slurry,
the particle size distribution of the solids and the different carbonaceous solids used have been
found to be the major factors determining slurry viscosity [14,48,55]. The main results of these
published studies have been summarized in this section.
2.1.1. Solid loading
Increase the solid loading (also referred to as the solid concentration or solid volume
fraction) of a CSWS causes an exponential increase in viscosity [14,45,59]. The same trend has
also been observed for other types of suspensions [60]. The greater the number of solid particles
in the slurry, the greater the resistance to flow. With a decrease in interparticle distance,
hydrodynamic interaction becomes dominant [61]. Hydrodynamic interaction causes the flow field
of a particle to be affected by the flow fields of multiple neighboring particles, hence causing
viscosity to increase [61]. At smaller interparticle distances, for solids such as carbonaceous solids
with surface chemistry, even the interparticle and particle-medium interactions become significant
and slurry viscosity is affected [62]. Figure 2-1, taken from Boylu et al’s work, further illustrates
the effect of solid loading on the viscosity of slurries [45]. This study involved high-rank coal
from Siberia and low-rank coals from Soma and Istanbul-Agacli. It is evident that in all the cases,
irrespective of coal rank, slurry viscosity increases with an increase in solid loading for both
homogeneous and heterogeneous mixtures (Figure 2-1).
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Figure 2-1. Effect of solid loading and particle size distribution on CSWS viscosity [45]
2.1.2. Particle size distribution
The particle size distribution plays a key role in influencing CSWS viscosity
[8,14,45,63,64]. For monodisperse mixtures (particles of almost the same size or a narrow range
of particle size distribution) viscosity was observed to decrease with an increase in particle size
[14,64]. The studies attributed this change to smaller particles, having larger external surface areas,
have higher interparticle friction, which causes an increase in viscosity. Moreover, coarser
particles have larger interparticle voids, which allows the trapped water to flow into the voids,
meaning that the fluidity of the slurry is not compromised. The increase in slurry viscosity for the
same solid loading with a decrease in particle size is illustrated in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2. Effect of mono-sized particle size distribution on viscosity [65]
In their study, Roh et al. also found that for a bidisperse mixture of particles, the smaller the fine
to coarse size ratio, the lower the viscosity, with the minimum viscosity obtained at an optimum
mixing ratio of 40 % by weight of fine to 60 % by weight coarse particles for Tatung (bituminous)
coal. Similar observations were reported by Buranasrisak et al. who found that for a bidisperse
mixture (coarse size : fine size :: 180-250 μm : 75-90 μm) of sub-bituminous coal, in a slurry of
65% by weight solid loading , < 40% fines in the mixture produced the minimum viscosity (Figure
2-3) [64].
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Figure 2-3. Effect of fine fraction on apparent viscosity in a bidisperse mixture [65]
The same trend has also been found for polydisperse mixtures, this relationship between
particle size distribution and viscosity holds true. Yavuz et al. observed that viscosity decreased
with an increase in the mean size of the distribution for lignite samples. The increase in mean size
can indicate a higher proportion of coarser particles or the presence of larger coarse particles in
the mixture (Figure 2-4). For polydisperse mixtures, it was observed that for the same solid
loading, a wider particle size distribution was associated with lower CSWS viscosity [14,45,63].
As can be seen from Figure 2-1, slurries consisting of a heterogeneous mixture or a wider particle
size distribution had lower viscosities as compared to slurries having homogeneous mixtures or
narrow particle size distributions for all three ranks of coal.
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.

Figure 2-4. Effect of mean particle diameter of the particle size distribution on CSWS viscosity
[63]
Particle size distributions control the packing of the particles in the slurry [63,65,66]. Wider
particle size distributions, comprising particles of significantly different sizes, lead to more
efficient packing as compared to narrow particle size distributions consisting of particles of similar
sizes. In the former case, the smaller particles can fit in the voids between the larger particles. This
ensures a tighter packing of solids, and more solids can therefore be loaded in a limited volume.
Figure 2-5 illustrates this concept. An increase in packing efficiency also causes a reduction in
void volume, thereby reducing the volume of bulk water trapped in the voids so that more water
is available to enhance the fluidity of the slurry. Therefore, by controlling or optimizing particle
size distribution, the viscosity of CSWS can be reduced.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-5. Packing of particles in case of (a) homogeneous and (b) heterogeneous mixtures [64]
Ferrini et al.’s study demonstrates that a high solid loading can be obtained by optimizing particle
size distribution [68]. Several theories were proposed to predict an optimum particle size
distribution [69–72]. An initial theory for the prediction of an optimum particle size distribution
was developed by Furnas [69]. This theory involved bimodal mixtures of spherical particles with
discrete diameters and no surface chemistry. This theory was further extended independently by
both Furnas and Andreasen and Andersen to include particles of continuously changing diameters
between the largest diameter DL and the smallest one DS [69,70]. Farris developed an alternative
approach based on the viscosity behavior of a multimodal suspension in a liquid [72]. The
fundamental basis of the model that the finest particles behave as a fluid in relation to the coarser
fractions is supported by experimental evidence. Henderson and Scheffee showed in their work
that the Furnas, Andreasen and Anderson and Farris models are equivalent [70]. The Farris
equation was modified by expressing the model in a more practical form as given by equation 21. [70].
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𝑌=

𝐷 𝑛 − 𝐷𝑠𝑛

(2-1)

𝐷𝑙𝑛 −𝐷𝑆𝑛

Where 𝑛 =

1
1−𝑔
𝐷
𝑙𝑛 𝑙
𝐷𝑠

𝑙𝑛

Y= cumulative weight percentage undersize,
Dl= largest particle diameter in the distribution
Ds= smallest particle diameter in the distribution
g = volume fraction of solids
Even though this model was developed to specifically predict optimum particle size distributions
of coal-water slurry used as a boiler fuel, this model does not take surface chemistry into account.
The authors, Henderson and Scheffee, acknowledged this fact [71]. This equation can therefore
qualitatively illustrate the effect of particle size distribution on slurry viscosity but cannot
accurately predict the viscosity. This observation was further supported by Pulido-Florez [72]. The
author showed that optimum particle size distribution is also a function of the surface chemistry
of the solid and that with an increase in O/C ratio, the optimum mean particle diameter increases.
2.1.3. Surface chemistry
Coal is an organic sedimentary rock and is highly heterogeneous in nature [10,73,74]. It
consists of the macerals (organic matter), inorganic matter, and a pore network. The maceral was
formed through the accumulation of plant material that has undergone biochemical and
metamorphic transformation, referred to as coalification. The maceral has functional groups such
as carboxylic, hydroxyl, carbonyl and ethereal groups. Inorganic matters comprise a range of
minerals and inorganic constituents [75]. These might occur as:


Dissolved salts and other inorganic substances in the pore water and surface water



Inorganic elements associated with the organic molecules of macerals
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Discrete inorganic particles (crystalline and non-crystalline)

Mineral matter associated with coal can exist as included (within the coal particle) or extraneous.
[76]. The common mineral matters in coal are clay minerals (kaolinite, illite, etc.), silicates
(quartz), carbonates (dolomite, siderite), disulfides (pyrite, marcasite), sulfates (gypsum) and
sulfides [77,78]. The pores present in coal can be classified as macro (>50 nm), meso (2-50 nm)
and micro pores (< 2 nm) [79].
Depending on the metamorphosis stage or coalification of the coal, the coal chemistry
varies widely [80]. Based on the composition (anthracite to medium volatile coal) and calorific
values (for high volatile to lignites), coal can be grouped into different ranks, as given in Table 21. The low-rank coals have a higher amount of organically bound inorganic matter, oxygen
functional groups, and pores, whereas with increasing rank, the carbon content of the coal increases
[11,80]. Therefore with an increase in the rank of coal, the O/C ratio of coal decreases. The
variation in chemical composition with the rank of coal can be seen from Figure 2-6. It is evident
that the lignites (low-rank coals) have the highest oxygen functional group, which decreases
gradually with increase in rank. Finally the high-rank coal among those used, anthracite, mainly
consists of aromatic rings with very few oxygen functional groups. Petroleum coke, having an O/C
ratio and mineral matter content as low as those of high-rank coals, resembles high-rank coal in
composition [81].
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Table 2-1.Classification of coal by rank (according to ASTM) [82]

Fixed Carbon Limits
(dry mineral matter
free basis)%

Volatile Matter
Limits (dry mineral
matter free basis)%

Gross Calorific Value Limits Moist, mineral
matter free basis
Btu/lb
MJ/Kg

Equal or
greater
than

Less
than

Equal or
greater
than

Less
than

Equal or
greater
than

Meta-anthracite

98

-

-

2

Anthracite

92

98

2

8

Semianthracite

86

92

8

14

Low Volatile

78

86

14

22

Medium Volatile

69

78

22

31

High Volatile A

-

69

31

-

Class/group

Less than

Equal or
greater
than

Less
than

14000

-

32.6

-

High Volatile B

13000

14000

30.2

32.6

High Volatile C

11500

13000

26.7

30.2

Subbituminous A

10500

11500

24.4

26.7

Subbituminous B

9500

10500

22.1

24.4

Subbituminous C

8300

9500

19.3

22.1

Lignite A

6300

8300

14.7

19.3

Lignite B

-

6300

-

14.7

Anthracite

Bituminous

Subbituminous

Lignite
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Figure 2-6. Variation of coal chemistry with rank of coal [83]
Besides varying with rank and being highly heterogeneous, coal composition also varies with the
geological setting of their formation [11]. These variations have added challenges in establishing
relationships and make it difficult to arrive at a universal correlation. The O/C ratio and the mineral
matter content of the carbonaceous solids were observed to influence slurry rheology [11,15,53,8285].
2.1.3.1. Effect of surface chemistry on slurry viscosity
I) O/C ratio
The viscosities of slurries increase with a decrease in the rank of coal or an increase in the
O/C ratio of the carbonaceous solid in the slurries [15,82,83]. An increase in the oxygen content
of the carbonaceous solid increases its hydrophilicity, and the carbonaceous solid begins adsorbing
water from the bulk slurry [11,53,84]. The loss of bulk water results in a decrease in the fluidity
of the slurry, thereby increasing its viscosity. The inherent moisture content of the solid is an index
of the hydrophilicity of the carbonaceous solid [14], which can be as low as 0.1% in the case of
petcoke or as high as 75% in the case of low-rank lignites [8,87]. A higher moisture content of the
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carbonaceous solid indicates higher hydrophilicity of the solid and hence higher slurry viscosity.
Moreover, by using a carbonaceous solid with higher moisture content in the slurry, more water
gets added to the slurry system, and hence gasification efficiency decreases [10]. Similar
observations have been noted for petcoke-water slurries [82].
II) Mineral matter
Mineral matter affects slurry viscosity in different ways. Clay minerals, particularly
montmorillonite and illite, absorb water and therefore increase slurry viscosity [87]. Kaolinite
decreases the rigidity of the aggregates in CSWS and therefore helps to increase the fluidity of the
slurry. In order to account for the decrease in CSWS viscosity, Tiwari et al. have stated in their
work that higher mineral matter content releases cations in CSWS, and the high valent cations then
lead to aggregation and a gel state, resulting in an increase in viscosity [47]. Xie et al. and Yuchi
et al. proposed the theory that cations dissolved from coal form bridges between the carbonaceous
solids and therefore help to cause an increase in viscosity [83,88]. However, these studies did not
provide sufficient evidence to support their proposed mechanisms. Some studies have attributed
an increase in CSWS viscosity to the hydrophilic nature of the mineral matter [89,90]. It has been
observed that the mineral matter content of carbonaceous solids affects the surface charge or the
zeta potential of the carbonaceous solids in water [84,91-94]. The aluminosilicates, quartz,
dolomite and calcite minerals render the surface of carbonaceous solid negative, and the alumina
in the mineral matter of the carbonaceous solids generates a negative charge [91-93]. Figure 2-8
shows the effect of mineral matter on coal electrokinetics. The increase in zeta potential might be
a cause of increased interparticle electrostatic repulsion in CSWS, preventing aggregation of
particles and therefore reducing viscosity [50,92]. Figure 2-7 compares the zeta potential of a
bituminous coal (whole coal) and the same coal after demineralization, at different pH. It can be
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observed that zeta potential decreases with increase in pH. At the same time, it should be noted
from Figure 2-7, that at around pH 7 (the natural pH), mineral matter does not have a significant
influence on zeta potential. Therefore, it could be said that the mineral matter of carbonaceous
solid with an ash yield less than or equal to 11% does not affect CSWS viscosity at normal pH.

Figure 2-7. Effect of mineral matter on zeta potential [96]
2.1.3.2. Surface wettability
The properties of any concentrated suspension are dependent on its interparticle
interactions, as described by the Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, Overbeek (DLVO) theory of colloid
stability [63]. The DLVO theory in its original form considered the attractive van der Waals forces
and repulsive electrostatic forces, until it was modified to also include the structural forces [95],
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which are the attractive hydrophobic and repulsive hydrophilic forces. It was observed by Churaev
that with an increase in contact angle, the interaction becomes hydrophobic [96].
Few studies have been conducted to explore coal behavior in water [11,53,85,91]. These
studies measured the contact angle of water on coal surfaces and determined the hydrophobic
nature of the carbonaceous solids [53,85]. The hydrophobicity of carbonaceous solids increases
with an increase in carbon content and decreases with the oxygen content of the solid. Some of the
earlier studies had attributed the aggregation of carbonaceous solid in water to the van der Waals
attractive energy [84,97]. These studies on hydrophobicity found that it is the attractive
hydrophobic interaction energy observed in highly hydrophobic solids, and not the van der Waals
interaction energy, that caused these solids to aggregate in water. The formation of hydration layers
around hydrophilic coal particles was also reported by some authors [10,11]. The formation of
hydration layers by trapping bulk water increased the viscosity of CSWS but at the same time
enhanced aggregation stability. However, all these studies inferred carbonaceous solid behavior in
water on the basis of contact angle of water on the surfaces and did not actually determine the
actual interfacial forces.
2.1.3.3. Surface charge
Carbonaceous solids, especially coal, develop surface charges in water [11,91]. The surface
charges are developed either by dissociation of surface functional groups, such as the carboxylic,
phenolic and hydroxylic functional groups, or mineral matter. The magnitude and sign of the
charge developed thus depend on the pH of the slurry. Surface charges are also generated due to
adsorption of ions such as inorganic ions and surfactants (anionic, cationic, etc.) from the slurry.
Surface charges give rise to the zeta potentials of the carbonaceous solid surfaces, and hence they
are determined through the measurement of the zeta potential. The concept of the zeta potential is
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explained in detail in Section 2.2. A higher zeta potential has been reported to cause interparticle
repulsion and hence plays a key role in determining the interfacial phenomena of carbonaceous
solids in water [11,91,98].
Equations for determining the van der Waals interaction, polar interaction
(hydrophobic/hydrophilic) and electrostatic interaction already exist in the literature and were used
to study the interfacial phenomena of suspensions of different biological samples in water [98100]. Knowledge of interfacial interaction energy is essential to the study of CSWS, as it helps to
determine interparticle interaction in the slurry; however, almost no attempt has been made to
apply these equations to calculate interfacial interaction energy in CSWS. In the next section,
theories of these interfacial interaction energies are discussed.

2.2. Interactive forces in aqueous media
2.2.1. Lifshitz-van der Waals interactions
Van der Waals in 1873 postulated the existence of an attractive interaction between neutral
atoms to account for certain phenomena occurring in non-ideal gases and liquids. This attractive
interaction was subsequently shown to comprise [98,99]:
i)

Randomly orienting dipole-dipole interaction, described by Keesom

ii)

Randomly orienting dipole-induced dipole interaction, described by Debye

iii)

Fluctuating dipole-induced dipole interaction, described by London

Whereas Keesom and Debye interactions only exist between molecules having permanent dipole
moments, London interaction is universal. It was shown by Hamaker that van der Waals interaction
energy between macroscopic bodies was relatively more long range as compared to the other two
components. However, it has been shown using the Lifshitz approach that in macroscopic systems,
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the three interactions should be treated in the same manner, and thus these three electrodynamic
interactions are alluded to as Lifshitz-van der Waals interactions. The first theory of colloidal
stability were based on the balance between the van der Waals force and an electrical double-layer
repulsion force and is known as the DLVO theory.
2.2.2. Electrostatic interactions
Electrostatic interactions arise when a charged surface is in suspension with a polar media
like water [11,91]. The net charge at the particle surface results in an increased concentration of
counterions close to the surface. The liquid layer surrounding the particle exists as two parts: an
inner region, called the Stern layer, where the ions are strongly bound; and an outer, diffuse region
where the ions are less firmly attached. Thus an electrical double layer exists around each particle.
Within the diffuse layer, there is a notional boundary. Ions within the boundary move with the
particle, unlike any ions beyond the boundary. This boundary is called the surface of
hydrodynamic shear, or the slipping plane. The potential that exists at this boundary is known as
the zeta potential.
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Figure 2-8. Schematic of zeta potential [103]
Magnitudes of zeta potentials greater than +/ -30mV result in significant electrostatic
repulsion energy between particles. The van der Waals interaction energy and the electrostatic
interaction energy form the basis of the classical colloid stability theory known as the DLVO
theory.
Carbonaceous solids surfaces in water tend to develop charges by dissociation of the acidic
groups (carboxylic, phenolic and hydroxylic) from the surfaces of carbonaceous solids or the
adsorption of ions from water. The electrical double layer thus generated leads to an interparticle
electrostatic repulsive energy between carbonaceous solid particles in water, although the
magnitude of the interaction energy depends on the zeta potential of the solids’ surfaces.
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2.2.3. Polar interaction
Hydrophobic or hydrophilic repulsion interactions are polar interactions comprising Lewis
acid-base interactions (which in the case of water are hydrogen-bond driven) and are sometime
called AB (Acid-Base) interactions. Surface free energy has two components: an apolar component
(due to Lifshitz-van der Waals interactions), and one that involves acid-base interactions [98].For
a substance ‘i’ its surface tension is given by equation 2-2:
𝛾𝑖 = 𝛾𝑖𝑑 + 𝛾𝑖𝐴𝐵

(2-2)

𝛾𝑖𝐴𝐵 = 2√𝛾𝑖 + 𝛾𝑖 − (bipolar solid)

(2-3)

=0

(mono-polar solid as either 𝛾 + = 0 𝑜𝑟 𝛾 − = 0 in this case)

where,
𝛾𝑠𝑑 = dispersion force component of surface tension
𝛾𝑠𝐴𝐵 = acid-base interaction component of surface tension
𝛾𝑖+ = Lewis acid interaction component of surface tension
𝛾𝑖− = Lewis base interaction component of surface tension
Similarly, the apolar component and the polar component of the free energies of interfacial
interactions are additive.
𝛥𝐺 = 𝛥𝐺 𝐿𝑊 + 𝛥𝐺 𝐴𝐵

(2-4)

1

𝛾𝑖 = − 2 𝛥𝐺𝑖

(2-5)

Where,
Δ𝐺 𝐿𝑊 = apolar component of free energy
Δ𝐺 𝐿𝑊 = polar component of free energy
Polar cohesive energy of substance “i” is then given by:
−
𝛥𝐺𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐵 = −4√ɣ+
𝑖 ɣ𝑖

(2-6)
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Using Young-Dupre equation the interaction between particles immersed in a liquid is given by
equation 2-7:
2

+ −
+ −
+ −
+ −
𝛥𝐺131 = −2 (√ɣ1𝐿𝑊 − √ɣ𝐿𝑊
3 ) − 4(√ɣ1 ɣ1 + √ɣ3 ɣ3 − √ɣ1 ɣ3 − √ɣ3 ɣ1 )

(2-7)

𝛾1= Surface tension of solid
𝛾3 = Surface tension of liquid
Interparticle attractions or repulsions in medium 3 occur if 𝛥𝐺131 < 0 or 𝛥𝐺131 > 0 respectively.
For hydrophobic or low-energy substances in water, ɣ1𝐿𝑊 is close to ɣ𝐿𝑊
3 . Therefore, it can be said
that the “hydrophobic” attractions are solely due to the high hydrogen bonding free energy of the
cohesion of water molecules (-102mJ/m2). For interparticle hydrophilic repulsion to occur, the free
energy of adhesion of the solid and water should be greater than the free energy of cohesion of the
solid and the water molecules.
These theories were used to study interfacial interaction in suspensions of polymers,
minerals, proteins, etc. in water, but interaction energies of carbonaceous solids in water have been
seldom explored. One of the most notable contributions in this field was made by Good [101]. The
Lewis acid and base components of graphite and of bituminous and lignite coals were calculated
in this study. The apolar component and the acid component of the surface tension remained
constant for carbonaceous solids, whereas the basic component of surface tension decreased with
an increase in the carbon content of the solid. An increase in that basic component indicates a
higher affinity towards water [100]. This explains why coals having a low content of carbon and
higher content of oxygen and hence a high basic component of surface tension adsorb water.

2.3. Suspension rheology
Concentrated suspensions are common, and besides CSWS formulation their applications
can be found in paint, ceramic, printing ink, cosmetics, agrochemicals, and pharmaceuticals [60].
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The rheology of a concentrated solid suspension depends on factors like solid volume fraction,
particle size distribution, particle shape and interfacial interactions. Due to interparticle and
particle-water interactions, mostly these concentrated suspensions demonstrate non-Newtonian
behavior. For suspensions, the viscosity is generally normalized by the viscosity of the suspending
medium and is reported as the apparent viscosity.
Several studies have reported the analysis of the rheological behavior of concentrated
suspensions [62,102,103]. Most of these studies have tried to determine a relationship between
apparent viscosity and solid volume fraction. The major drawback of such work is that the
experiments were not very well constrained. The experiments spanned a wide range of particle
sizes, particle size distribution, and interparticle interactions. As a consequence of this, the
apparent viscosity obtained by different authors for a particular solid volume fraction differed by
orders of magnitude. Most of these works involved suspensions of synthetic solids with controlled
surface properties and shapes and need to be further modified to predict the suspension viscosity
of such a complicated system. A brief history of existing viscosity models is discussed in the
following section.
2.3.1. Existing viscosity models
In 1905, Einstein developed the first viscosity model for dilute suspensions (solid volume
fraction ≤ 0.01) [105]. This equation (Equation 2-8) related viscosity with the solid volume
fraction of the suspension. For such dilute suspensions, the interparticle distances are sufficiently
high to allow any kind of interparticle interactions, and the disturbance around one particle does
not interact with the disturbance around another particle. These suspensions are generally
Newtonian, i.e., viscosity is independent of shear rate. The only factor affecting viscosity in this
case is the solid volume fraction.
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𝜂
𝜂0

= 𝜂𝑟 = 1.25 + [η]𝜑

(2-8)

Where,

𝜂 = Viscosity of the suspension
𝜂0 = Viscosity of the suspending medium
𝜂𝑟 = Relative Viscosity
𝜑 = Solid volume fraction
[η] = intrinsic viscosity = 2.5
For 𝜑 > .01, hydrodynamic interaction between particles gains significance. Efforts to extend the
applicability of this relationship to such non-dilute systems resulted in a second order expression
of the type [106]:

𝜂𝑟 = 1 + 2.5𝜑 + 𝐴𝜑2

(2-9)

The second order coefficient ‘A’ accounts for interparticle interactions. Values of ‘A’ found in
existing studies range from 4.375 to 14.1. Batchelor obtained a value of 6.2 on the basis of rigorous
calculation of paired interactions for the case of strong Brownian motion [107]. This value is
considered to be the most reliable. The major drawback of such a secondary polynomial expression
is that the viscosity does not approach infinity as the solid volume fraction approaches unity.
Therefore these expressions are practically useless for prediction or fitting purposes. Roscoe and
Brinkman used the concept of differential scheme approach to develop viscosity equations for
suspensions and arrived at the following relation [108,109]:
𝜂𝑟 = (1 − 𝜑)−2.5

(2-10)

For moderately small volume fraction the equation can be approximated to:
𝜂𝑟 =

1

(2-11)

1−2.5𝜑
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The advantage of this equation is that it is applicable to the entire concentration range and exhibits
the correct limit behavior i.e. for higher solid volume fraction, relative viscosity approaches
infinity. The other approach for developing a viscosity equation is the functional relation approach.
Arrhenius equation (given by equation 2-12) is an example of this approach.
𝜂𝑟 = 𝑒 𝐵𝜑

(2-12)

This equation works well in the dilute limit but has the same disadvantage. As solid volume
fraction (φ) increases, viscosity does not approach infinity. In order to account for this drawback
Pabst in his work further developed this equation and came up with the two alternative lines of
argumentations leading to two forms of this equation (given by equation 2-13 and 2-14) [110].
𝐵𝜑

𝜂𝑟 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 1−𝜑

(2-13)

𝜂𝑟 = (1 − 𝜑)−𝐵

(2-14)

When 𝜑 > .2, the suspension mostly shows non-Newtonian behavior and 𝜂𝑟 becomes a complex
function of 𝜑 [61]. In such a case four major types of systems can be considered [61]:
1. Hard-sphere suspensions: These are systems with no interparticle interaction.
2. System with “soft” interaction: These systems have electrical double layers with interparticle
repulsion that determines suspension rheology. These are mostly colloidal suspensions.
3. Sterically stabilized suspensions: These are sterically stabilized systems with additives
adsorbed on the solid surface.
4. Flocculated systems: These are the systems where the net interaction energy is attractive and
the particles form aggregates in the suspension.
Whereas the bulk majority of the work concerning suspension viscosity was done on hard sphere
suspensions, only a few studies report some semi-empirical work involving the other three types
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of suspensions. The majority of the works in the field of suspension viscosity involve hard sphere
suspensions and has been summarized below.
The solid volume fraction never approaches unity in real suspensions. Solid volume
fraction can only be increased until it reaches a critical value, 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 (maximum solid volume
fraction), which cannot be exceeded, as beyond this point the slurry viscosity is infinite or the
slurry ceases to flow. The value of 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 depends on the shape of the particles and the particle size
distribution. For monodisperse mixtures of spherical particles, the value of 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 equal to 0.637
gives a precise estimate of the maximum solid volume fraction [111]. Since the maximum packing
fraction accounts for the particle size distribution, it is absolutely imperative to include this factor
in the viscosity equations. A suite of semi-empirical equations was developed that took into
account this factor, 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥, along with the solid volume fraction 𝜑. Some of the models belonging
to this category are Mooney’s equation, the Krieger-Dougherty equation, the Chong et al. equation,
the Dabak et al. equation, etc. [112–115]. All these follow the correct limit behavior, i.e., relative
viscosity reduces to the Einstein equation at lower solid volume fractions and approaches infinity
as the solid volume fraction approaches its maximum. Chong’s equation was an empirical equation
developed from a series of experiments with glass beads [114]. Moreover, the equation was
originally developed for mono and bi-disperse mixtures. Dabak realized the importance of
interparticle interaction, and therefore introduced a term ‘n,’ which has to be experimentally
determined [115]. Dorr’s model was developed on the basis of the concept of step-wise addition
of particles to the pure fluid but is limited to particles with large consecutive particle size ratios
[116]. Among all these equations, Mooney’s equation and the Krieger-Dougherty equation were
claimed by many authors to be the most important and effective viscosity formulae. Pabst proved
that the Krieger-Dougherty equation (power-law relation) has better applicability than Mooney’s
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equation (exponential equation) [110]. Farris developed a viscosity prediction empirical model
based on the assumption that finer particles act as a lubricating agent for coarser particles, and later
Probstein further developed this work [72,117]. However, even these works assumed the solids in
the suspensions to be hard spheres and non-interacting. Out of all these models, the KriegerDougherty equation was most used by both industries and academia, and therefore in the present
work the Krieger-Dougherty equation was used and further developed to incorporate surface
chemistries.
Some of the models, such as Dooher’s model and Usui’s model, tried to incorporate the
effect of surface chemistry [25,118–121]. Dooher’s model is a phenomenological model. It is a
statistical correlation based on experiments performed with bituminous and sub-bituminous coal
and lacks a scientific rationalization [25]. Moreover, this model is proprietary and is not in the
public domain. Usui’s model is based on the assumption that the smallest particles in a solids
mixture agglomerate, but the study does not specify the range of the size of the smallest particles
[118]. Using an experimentally determined viscosity value at any solid volume fraction, this model
calculates the number particles forming an agglomerate and assumes it to be constant for all the
particle agglomerates in the slurry. The model then calculates the maximum packing efficiency,
treating the aggregate size as the particle-size, and on that basis predicts the slurry viscosity. This
semi-empirical model has the basic drawbacks of assuming that all coals agglomerate (low-rank
coals like lignites do not agglomerate) and that the number of particles forming agglomerates at a
particular shear rate is the same for all solid volume fractions. This work does not discuss the
interparticle interaction forces that lead to aggregation or other interparticle or particle-water
interaction phenomena occuring in the suspension.
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2.3.2. Existing models to predict maximum packing efficiency
The earliest work in this field was by Furnas in 1931 who developed a semi-empirical
equation for the packing of spheres of different sizes [70]. This equation worked best for bidisperse
mixtures with widely different particle sizes and calculates the optimum composition of a given
particle size distribution. However, it cannot predict the optimum particle size distribution
resulting in the most efficient packing. Based on Furnas’s model, Veytsman et al. developed a
model that took into account continuous particle size distribution and calculated the packing ratio
of polydisperse powders [122]. Another important work in this field was done by Lee [111], whose
model is widely used for calculating maximum packing efficiency. The author experimentally
determined maximum packing efficiency of mono-dispersed particles to be 0.639. Then, using
McGeary’s data, maximum packing efficiency is plotted as a function of composition and diameter
ratio for binary, ternary and quaternary mixtures, and an analytical expression is derived to
calculate maximum packing efficiency of an ‘n’ component system [123]. Since the model
developed by Veytsman et al. was specifically meant for coal-water slurries, the present study has
used this model for calculating maximum packing efficiencies.

2.4. Effect of additives on viscosity
Additives are chemicals added to CSWS in small quantities (up to 1% of solid weight)
[124]. These can be dispersants used for viscosity reduction or stabilizers used to ensure stability
against sedimentation [125]. This study mainly focused on the former group of additives. These
additives can be anionic, cationic or non-ionic [20,58]. As shown in Figure 2-9, these additives
have either a hydrophobic tail consisting of a hydrocarbon chain or an alkyl ether chain and a
hydrophilic head group, which can have a positive, negative or no charge in cases of cationic,
anionic and non-ionic additives, respectively [126]. Anionic additives mainly comprise the
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sulfonates and carboxylic water-soluble polymers [127]. The most commonly used sulfonate
additives are naphthalene sulfonate formaldehyde condensate, sodium polystyrene sulfonate and
lignosulfonates, whereas humic acid is the most popular carboxylic water-soluble polymer [127].
The hydrophilic groups in these cases are the sulfonic and the carboxylic group. The commonly
used non-ionic additives are the polyoxyethylene polymers, consisting of polyoxyethylene alkyl
phenol ether and oxirane-epoxy propane copolymer [127,128]. In these series of additives,
polyoxyethylene chains serve as the hydrophilic groups. Cationic additives increase CSWS
viscosity and therefore are generally not used for viscosity reduction [24,127].

Figure 2-9. Schematic of additive structure [128]
The effects of additives on CSWS viscosity has been well explored [48,51,124,129-133].
CSWS viscosity decreases with an increase in additive concentration, but a few have reported an
increase in viscosity beyond a particular concentration of the additive (typically, 1-1.5% of solid
weight) depending on the solid surface chemistry and the chemical structure of the additive
[47,48,131-133]. The increase in viscosity at a higher concentration of an additive occurs due to
the saturation phenomenon [51,134]. After all the adsorption sites are saturated, surfactant ions go
into the solution and form micelles, with the hydrophobic parts associated together and the
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hydrophilic parts facing the aqueous medium. Beyond a certain concentration of those micelles,
the carbonaceous solid and the hydrophobic part of the micelle undergo attractive hydrophobic
interaction, resulting in the formation of structures in the slurry, thereby increasing slurry viscosity.
Figures 2-11 (a) and (b) show the variation of apparent viscosity with the concentration of an
additive for slurries of lignite and a bituminous coal with solid loadings of 40 and 60 wt.%
respectively [131,132]. The additives used in the first case were sulphonic acid, sodium
tripolyphosphate and sodium carbonate, whereas in the second case, the additives used were
Dynaflow-K (polyisoprene sulphonic acid soda), AC1320 (derivative of carboxylic acid) and NSF
(naphthalenesulfonate–formaldehyde condensate).
Additives are specific to individual CSWS [47,52,87,135], and the effect of an additive
would not be the same on the viscosities of different CSWS. A given additive might be able to
cause a significant reduction in viscosity in one case but might not be that effective in other cases.
The effect of an additive on CSWS viscosity is strongly influenced by the solid surface chemistry
[130,136,137]. It can be observed from Figures 2-10 (a) and (b) that for a particular coal and any
particular additive concentration, the CSWS viscosities are different.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2-10. Effect of additive on viscosity of slurries of (a) lignite and (b) bituminous coals in
water [134,135]
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The variation in the behavior of the additives with a change in the surface chemistry of the
carbonaceous solids can be attributed to two factors—the amount of additive adsorbed on the solid
surface and the mechanism by which the additive contributes to viscosity reduction. Researchers
have proposed different theories regarding both adsorption and viscosity reduction mechanisms.
Some inferences have been based on viscosity measurements at different additive concentrations
for slurries of different carbonaceous solids [47,51,132,135]. Other studies attempted to investigate
the additive action using various characterization techniques. The adsorption of additives on the
carbonaceous solid surfaces was determined using Ultraviolet-Visible spectroscopic analyses
[87,128,138]. The change in wettability of the carbonaceous solids and the surface charge were
determined through contact angle and zeta potential measurements, respectively [127,136,139].
Through these studies, the following important observations were made.
Adsorption
The mechanism of additive adsorption on carbonaceous solids may vary depending on the
surface chemistry of the solid. Adsorption might take place through one or a combination of
interactions such as H-bonding, hydrophobic bonding, ion pairing, ion exchange, polarization of
π electrons or dispersion forces [52,127,140]. Zhou et al. observed the effects of different anionic,
cationic and non-ionic additives on the rheology of a bituminous coal-water slurry. They observed
that there were three predominant mechanisms of adsorption—adsorption between the
hydrophobic groups of interfacial agents and the hydrophobic sites of the coal surface, adsorption
through electrostatic force between the negative hydrophilic groups of interfacial agents and
positively charged sites of the coal surface and adsorption through the positive hydrophilic groups
of interfacial agents and the negatively charged sites of the coal surface.
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Some contradictions exist in what has been reported in the literature. Some studies have
reported that additives are adsorbed on the alkyl group at hydrophobic sites of the carbonaceous
solids [51,124]. Another study observed that an increase in alkyl groups in lignites adversely
affected adsorption of additives [135]. Zhou et al. inferred that an anionic additive, naphthalene
formaldehyde condensate (FDN), follows a different mechanism of adsorption based on the rank
[136]. For high-rank coals (higher aromaticity), it adsorbs on the coal surface through hydrophobic
interactions between naphthalene rings and the aromatic rings of the coal surface, and the
hydrophilic sulfonic groups orient towards the bulk water. For lower-rank coals, besides getting
adsorbed on the hydrophobic zone of the coal, the sulfonic group part of the FDN additive is also
adsorbed on the hydrophilic zone of the coal surface through ionic and hydrogen bonds. The
hydrophobic naphthalene rings point towards the bulk water in this case. It was observed by Yavuz
et al. that an increase in hydrophilicity in lignite samples by air oxidation of the sample caused a
decrease in adsorption of additives [138]. They also observed that smaller particles could better
adsorb additives.
It has been observed by many researchers that mineral matter in coal helps in the adsorption
of additives [85,135]. The additives form a stable surface complexes with the high-valence cations
in the mineral matter [85]. Some reserachers have mentioned that strong electrostatic interaction
exists between the positive ions in the mineral matter, such as Ca2+, and the negative ions of the
anionic additives [127,138].
Amphoteric additive, a polycarboxylate having both anionic and cationic groups, was
developed and tested [141]. The amphoteric additive had better viscosity reducing property when
compared to the anionic polycarboxylate due to the presense of both anionic and cationic groups
in the molecule, which led to better adsorption.
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Chen et al. found that the thickness of the adsorbed layer of additive on the carbonaceous
solid surface was an important factor influencing slurry viscosity [142]. The reduction in the slurry
viscosity was observed to be greater for multilayer adsorption. A higher concentration of additives
on the surface of the carbonaceous solid either provides greater steric hindrance to the close
particle approach by interposing a mechanical barrier or forms bonds with surrounding water to
form a thicker hydration layer around the particle, which helps in preventing particle aggregation.
Contrary to expectation, the increase in the volume of the solid particles in the slurry due to the
adsorbed layer of the additive did not impact slurry viscosity.
Mechanism of additive action
Anionic additives impart a negative charge to carbonaceous solids, thereby increasing their
zeta potentials [47,51,85,124,127,143,144]. These studies have inferred that the increased zeta
potential results in increased electrostatic interaction energies, which in turn prevents particle
aggregation, leading to a reduction in viscosity. Non-ionic additives provide steric hindrance
through their protruded chains and therefore provide a mechanical barrier to other approaching
particles, thus preventing aggregation of particles and lowering slurry viscosity [47,51,127,143].
It has also been reported that additives modify the wettability of the carbonaceous solid surface
[51,52,143]. For hydrophilic solids, the hydrophobic parts of the additives orient towards water,
thereby decreasing adsorption and absorption of water. In the case of the hydrophobic solids, the
hydrophilic chains of the additives face the aqueous medium, forming bonds with water molecules
and thereby forming a hydration layer of water around the carbonaceous solid. This prevents
particle aggregation in the slurry and therefore helps in viscosity reduction. For non-ionic additives
based on ethylene oxide, it was observed by Roh et al. that slurry viscosity dropped with an
increase in the number of ethylene oxide (hydrophilic) chains in the molecule or the hydrophile to
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lipophile ratio of the additive [51]. This is because the greater the number of chains in the molecule
more would be the steric interaction. Moreover, the ethylene oxide chains, being hydrophilic, can
form bonds with water molecules and therefore form a layer of water around the carbonaceous
solid.
Williams et al. observed in their studies that for petcoke-water slurries, non-ionic additives,
especially Pluronic F127 (polyethylene oxide: polypropylene oxide : polyethylene oxide =
100:65:100), were far more effective than anionic additives for reducing slurry viscosity [9]. It
was even observed that the additive became more effective with longer polypropylene oxide
chains. Numerous recent studies have focused on studying the effects of petroleum, sewage and
paper mill sludges, and black liquor on petcoke-water slurry rheology [7,27,145–147].
Petrochemical sludge is generated during petrochemical wastewater treatment in petrochemical
plants and is mainly composed of waste oil, waste water and mineral particles [7,146]. Sewage
sludge is produced as a byproduct of industrial and domestic wastewater treatment and has a high
content of organic matter [147]. Black liquor, a byproduct of the paper and pulp industry,
comprises alkaline salts and organic compounds that are extracted from the wood in the pulping
process. The organic compounds are mainly composed of lignin constituent with some cellulose
and hemicellulose fibers [145]. The sodium lignosulfonate enriched in the black liquor acts as a
dispersant, while the cellulose and hemicellulose act as the stabilizer. The calorific values of both
petrochemical sludge and black liquor are high, and therefore when mixed with petcoke-water
slurries, they further enhance the calorific value of the slurry. Sewage and petrochemical sludges
contained a large number of oxygen functional groups that form a stable network structure. This
results in higher stability against sedimentation, but at the same time, for concentrations higher
than 10%, causes an increase in slurry viscosity. Rheological modifiers such as calcium and
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sodium hydroxides were added to such slurries to reduce slurry viscosity. Black liquor (conc. 1%
of carbonaceous solid weight) added to a petcoke-water slurry reduced viscosity by 50% and at
the same time enhanced the sedimentation stability of the mixture [145]. Black liquor increases
the wettability of petcoke particles and therefore prevents aggregation of particles, leading to
viscosity reduction.
The vast number of studies conducted on the effect of additives on the viscosity of CSWS
can be classified into two groups. One group focuses on observing the viscosity behavior of slurries
on the addition of certain additives and then deducing the mechanism of additive action based on
the rheological measurements. The other group infers additive action on the basis of
characterization results, such as contact angle and zeta potential measurements. However, to
understand the science of slurry viscosity reduction using additives, it is important to rationalize
the various relationships of the interfacial energetics and phenomena in CSWS. Determining the
magnitude of the energy under consideration is essential to determining its role in changing
interparticle interactions and hence in viscosity reduction. Developing a rationale of the science of
viscosity reduction using additives promises to aid in the selection of appropriate additives based
on scientific principles rather than only empirical observations.

Chapter summary
The effects of various factors such as solid loading, particle size distribution and surface
chemistry of the carbonaceous solid on the viscosity of CSWS have been extensively studied and
documented. It is known that interfacial interactions due to the solid surface chemistry result in
interfacial phenomena in suspensions. To determine interparticle interactions, equations to
calculate interparticle interaction energies already exist in the literature. These equations have been
used by researchers to understand interfacial phenomena in suspensions of polymers, proteins, etc.,
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but have seldom been used to study CSWS. Numerous studies have been reported on the rheology
of hard-sphere suspensions, and correlations were developed to predict the viscosities of such
suspensions. However, these existing viscosity models only take into account solid loading and
particle size distributions of the solids in suspensions and do not account for the surface chemistry
of the solids. A correlation taking into account all of the relevant factors would be more useful for
predicting CSWS viscosity.
Additives have been extensively used for reducing CSWS viscosity. These additives are
extremely specific to the carbonaceous solids in given slurries. The effects of additives on slurry
viscosity mainly depend on the surface chemistry of the carbonaceous solids and the chemical
structure of the additives. Several researchers have reported mechanisms of viscosity reduction
using additives, and these studies are based on characterization results such as zeta potential and
contact angle measurement. While these characterization results do indicate interfacial
interactions, determining the magnitude of the energy is important to understanding its role in
changing inter-facial interactions, resulting in viscosity reduction.
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Chapter 3 . Research and Methodology
Based on the critical review and the gaps in the science for predicting the viscosity of CSWS, the
following research objectives were established.

3.1. Research objectives


To develop a rationalization of the interfacial phenomena in carbonaceous solid- water slurry
systems and develop a viscosity prediction method.



To evaluate the effects of additives on the interfacial interactions in carbonaceous solid-water
slurries and hence determine the science of viscosity reduction to aid in the selection of
additives.

3.2. Methodology
The property of any dispersion is influenced by the arrangement of the particles in the
system. Some of the most frequently used analytical techniques to probe this arrangement of the
particles in the suspension (microstructure) are small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) or neutron
scattering [64]. But these techniques cannot be used for concentrated CSWS the following reasons:
1. These techniques are generally used for dilute suspensions (~1% solids loading). Hence they
are not applicable for concentrated slurries of carbonaceous solids in water where 60-65 wt. %
solids are targeted. It might be argued that a dilute suspension of CSWS could be characterized
using these analytical techniques, but it must be noted that the interactions and viscosity behavior
of these slurries are expected to be different at such dilute suspensions as compared to the
concentrated suspensions. This is because at dilute suspensions, due to high interparticle distances,
the particles in the slurry do not interact.
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2. The particle-sizes in the suspensions to be used for these techniques should be sub-micron level,
whereas CSWS are comprised of particles in the range of 1 to 1000 μm.
Therefore, a different approach was chosen for this study, which was conducted in two parts.
Part 1 – Interfacial phenomena in concentrated carbonaceous solid-water slurries and
viscosity model development to incorporate the effect of surface chemistry
Part 1. Preliminary study
A preliminary study was conducted to experimentally observe the effect of solid loading, solid
surface chemistry and particle size distribution on the viscosity of CSWS. The applicability of two
semi-empirical models—the Krieger-Dougherty equation and Mooney’s equation and Usui’s
thixotropic viscosity model—was tested for the prediction of CSWS viscosity. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, the Krieger-Dougherty equation and Mooney’s equation are the most ‘effective’ and
popularly used suspension viscosity models and hence were selected.
Step 1. Selection of samples
The O/C ratio (by atomic weight) of the carbonaceous solid is one of the important surface
chemistry parameter that influences slurry viscosity. Therefore, carbonaceous solids with different
O/C ratios were used as samples. The carbonaceous solids used to prepare slurries were petcoke
(O/C ratio = 0.0022), Orchard coal (O/C ratio = 0.0068), Illinois no. 6 coal (O/C ratio = 0.084),
Dietz coal (O/C ratio = 0.17) and Pust coal (O/C ratio = 0.22). The particle-size distribution used
was the same as that used in commercial gasifier operation with the coarsest size being limited to
300 μm in this case as compared to ~ 600 μm in case of gasifier operations. This was done to
ensure accurate viscosity measurement.
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Step 2. Determination of slurry microstructure
Solids in suspensions form different micro-structures depending on the surface chemistry of the
solid [63]. Hydrophobic solids form aggregation networks in slurries and trap free water from bulk
in those networks [86]. Hydrophilic solids tend to absorb and adsorb water, and a hydration layer
is formed surrounding them [101]. The microstructure of the slurry influences slurry viscosity. The
microstructures of CSWS were instead determined on the basis of the interfacial phenomena of
these carbonaceous solids in water, which in turn were determined using interfacial interaction
energy calculations. Contact angles of water, diiodomethane, and glycerol on carbonaceous solid
surfaces were used in the Young-Dupre equation (equation no.) to calculate the Lewis acid and
base components of surface energy and then finally to calculate the polar interaction energy
[99,100]. The zeta potentials of the carbonaceous solids in water and the ionic concentrations of
the slurries were also determined and used in the calculation of the electrostatic interaction energy
[99,100]. The Hamaker constant, calculated using the contact angle of water on the carbonaceous
solid, was used to calculate the van der Waals interaction energy [99,100]. The particles were
assumed to be spherical for calculation purpose.
Step 3. Effect of microstructure on slurry viscosity
The solid volume fraction of the carbonaceous solids in the slurry is given by the ratio of the
volume of the solid to the total volume of the slurry. The total volume of the slurry consists of
volume of the solid and the volume of free water. Free water is the water present in the bulk of the
slurry and is responsible for the fluidity of the slurry.

Solid Volume Fraction (φ) =

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑+𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
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(3-1)

Slurry microstructures generally trap free water from the bulk of the slurry. This results in an
increase in the effective solid volume due to the trapping of water in the network or formation of
hydration layers around the solid particles due to adsorption of water, which also causes the volume
of free water to decrease. Therefore, the effective solid volume fraction increases. This effective
solid volume fraction was used in viscosity correlations to improve the accuracy y of viscosity
prediction.
Step 4. Determination of the increase in solid volume fraction
Viscosity measurement was used as the tool to determine the increase in the solid volume fraction
of the carbonaceous solids in water. Viscosities of each of the CSWS were measured for different
solid volume fractions. The range of solid volume fractions for a particular CSWS was selected
such that the slurry viscosity ranged between 0.1 Pa.s to infinite for that CSWS (concentrated
CSWS). This was performed to limit this study to only concentrated slurries. Dilute suspensions,
as has already been discussed, have higher interparticle distance compared to the range of
interaction forces, and there are no interaction forces in such systems.
The measured viscosity of the slurries (η) and the maximum packing efficiency (φ𝑚 ),
calculated on the basis of the particle size distribution using Veytsman’s equation, were used in
the Krieger-Dougherty equation to calculate the increased solid volume fraction (φ𝑓 ) and then the
increase in solid volume fraction, or the volume fraction correction factor (VFCF), using equations
3-2 and 3-3.
φ

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝜂𝑟 = (1 − 𝜑 𝑓 )−[𝜂]𝜑𝑚
𝑚

VFCF =

φ𝑓

(3-2)
(3-3)

φ𝑖

φ𝑚 = maximum packing efficiency: calculated using particle-size distribution
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φ𝑓 = increased solid volume fraction (dry basis): determined using equation 3-2
φ𝑖 = solid volume fraction actually used (dry basis): already known
[𝜂] = Intrinsic Viscosity = 2.7
Step 5. To determine the relationship between volume fraction correction factor (VFCF) and
the solid surface chemistry
The VFCF was determined for different solid volume fractions for a particular
carbonaceous solid to test if it remains constant at different solid volume fractions. VFCF was also
determined for carbonaceous solids with different O/C ratios. Finally, VFCF was plotted against
O/C ratios to study the trend and develop a correlation between VFCF and the O/C ratio. The O/C
ratios were used to represent the surface chemistry of the carbonaceous solids instead of the surface
interaction energies, as O/C ratios are much easier to determine. However, variation of the O/C
ratios with surface interaction energies was also studied to ensure that the O/C ratio has a
relationship with the interaction energies.
Step 6. Verification of the concept using thermogravimetric analysis
Carbonaceous solids in suspension with water entrap free water or bulk water, resulting in
a decrease in the free water of the slurry and an increase in effective solid volume fraction. The
VFCFs can be determined as described in step 5. The alternative option is to determine the amount
of bound water and then calculate the VFCF and hence the increased solid volume fraction.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) can be used to determine the free water of the slurry (discussed
in detail in section 5.4.3), and the bound water can be calculated using the difference between the
total water (the water that was used to prepare the slurry) and the free water [148]. It has been
explained in details in section 5.4.3. Hence VFCF was calculated using this alternative technique
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involving thermogravimetric analysis, and then the VFCFs of a carbonaceous solid determined
using both techniques were compared.
Step 7. Modification of Krieger-Dougherty equation
The Krieger-Dougherty equation is originally given by equation 3-2:
𝜑

𝜂𝑟 = (1 − 𝜑 )

−[𝜂]𝜑𝑚

(3-2)

𝑚

After incorporating, 𝜑 = 𝑉𝐹𝐶𝐹 ∗ 𝜑𝑖 = f (O/C)∗ 𝜑𝑖 , we can write equation 3-2 as,
𝜂𝑟 = (1 −

𝑂
𝐶

𝑓( ) 𝜑𝑖
𝜑𝑚

−[𝜂]𝜑𝑚

)

(3-4)

Step 8. Validation of the model
The model was validated using two other slurry samples (Pittsburgh no. 8 coal, Beulah
lignite) and petcoke with different particle size distribution. A schematic of the approach is given
in Figure 3-1:
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Figure 3-1. Schematic representation of the methodology for Phase 1 (model development)
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Part 2 – Effect of additives on interfacial interactions for viscosity reduction of carbonaceous
solid-water slurries
The additives used for the reduction of the viscosities of CSWS are extremely specific to
given carbonaceous solids. Therefore, to select the most appropriate additive for viscosity
reduction, it is important to have knowledge of the effects of additives on the interfacial
phenomena in each CSWS. To investigate the effect of additives on the interfacial phenomena, the
following approach was followed:
Step 1. Sample selection
Three samples—petcoke, Illinois no. 6 coal and Pust coal—having low, intermediate and high O/C
ratios were used to prepare slurries for this part.
Step 2. Additive selection
Norlig TSD, an anionic additive, and Triton X-405, a non-ionic additive, were used. These
additives are often used [23,47,139,149,150]. It has already been established that cationic additives
adsorb on the negatively charged sites of the carbonaceous solid, either causing an increase in
viscosity or not impacting slurry viscosity at all [20,127]. Therefore, cationic additives were not
used. Earlier studies have observed that the optimum additive concentration (causing maximum
reduction in viscosity) in CSWS was generally around 0.5 wt.% of the carbonaceous solid.
Therefore the concentrations of additives used in this study was also kept at 0.5 wt.%.
Step 3. Slurry viscosity measurement
Additives were added to different CSWS samples, and their viscosities were measured using the
viscometer. The details of the procedure have been discussed in sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. The
reduction in viscosity was noted in each case.
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Step 4. Adsorption of the additives on the carbonaceous solids
Adsorption of the additive on the carbonaceous solid was determined using Ultraviolet-Visible
spectroscopy (UV-Vis) [137]. The details of the procedure and data analysis has been discussed in
section 4.9.
Step 5. Determination interparticle electrostatic interaction with and without additives
The zeta potentials of the carbonaceous solids in water, with and without additives, were measured
to determine if the addition of additives affected the surface charge or zeta potential of the solids
in water. The procedure of measurement is discussed in section 4.10. The zeta potentials were then
used in an electrostatic interaction energy equation to compare the interparticle electrostatic
interaction energies with and without additives.
Step 6. Determination of hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the carbonaceous solids with and
without additives
The contact angles of water and a 0.5% solution of additives in water on the carbonaceous solids
were measured to assess and compare the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the carbonaceous
solids with and without additives. Sample preparation and measurement procedures are discussed
in 4.13.
Step 7. Determination of the free water content of CSWS with and without additives
The free water of the CSWS is responsible for the fluidity of the slurry. Thermogravimetric
analyses of the CSWS with and without additives were conducted to determine the effect of
additives on the free water of CSWS. The procedure of determination is discussed in section 4.14
and 5.4.3.
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Step 8. Analysis of interfacial interactions
The results obtained from the abovementioned experiments were analyzed to understand the
effects of additives on interfacial interactions resulting in viscosity reduction. This understanding
based on scientific principles would help in the selection of additives based on the surface
chemistry of the solid.
A schematic of the steps is given in Figure 3-2:
Anionic
additive

Carbonaceous
Solids-Water Slurries

Non-ionic
additive

Slurry Viscosity Measurement

Adsorption
Measurement

Zeta
potential
Measureme

Contact
angle
Measureme

Thermogravimetric
Analysis

Action of additives for
viscosity reduction of
carbonaceous solidwater slurries
determined

Figure 3-2. Schematic approach of methodology for analyzing effect of additive on interfacial
interaction in Part 2.
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Summary
The objective of the part 1 of the study was to incorporate the effect of surface chemistry of the
carbonaceous solid in the existing Krieger-Dougherty equation to improve accuracy of viscosity
prediction. The part 2 of the study involved investigation of the mechanism of viscosity reduction
using additives in CSWS. Chapter 3 discusses the approach followed in both the cases.
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Chapter 4 . Experimental
4.1. Materials
The CSWS used for the different experiments are listed below:
I) For studying factors affecting CSWS viscosity and the applicability of existing models to predict
CSWS viscosity (section 5.1. and section 5.2.)—slurries were prepared using bitumen, petcoke
and Illinois no. 6 coal (bituminous coal).
II) To determine interfacial interactions influencing CSWS viscosity and developing a viscosity
model (section 5.3. and section 5.4), experiments were carried out with slurries of petcoke, Orchard
coal (anthracite), Illinois no. 6 coal (bituminous coal), Dietz coal (subbituminous coal), and Pust
coal (lignite). To cover a wide range of O/C ratios these carbonaceous solids were selected.
Bitumen and petcoke have very close O/C ratios as can be found from Table 4-2. Since petcokewater slurries are more commonly used in gasifiers, petcoke was selected over bitumen for
studying carbonaceous solid behavior in water and determining the effect of additives on
interfacial interactions (section 5.3. and 5.4.). Model validation was performed using petcoke,
Pittsburgh no. 8 (bituminous coal) and Beulah coal (lignite) water slurries.
III) To examine the influence of additives on interfacial interactions causing viscosity reduction
(section 5.5)—slurries of petcoke, Illinois no. 6 coal and Pust coal in water were used. These
carbonaceous solids were used to cover a wide range of O/C ratios (O/C ratios = 0.0022, 0.084,
and 0.22 for petcoke, Illinois no. 6, and Pust coal respectively). To study the effect of mineral
matter content of carbonaceous solids on adsorption of additives, SG0 and SG1 fractions of
Pittsburgh no. 8 coal were used. SG0 fraction is the whole coal and SG1 fraction is prepared by
partially separating mineral matter from the whole coal by float-sink separation of the whole coal.
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The preparation of these fractions has been discussed in detail in the work of Soundarrajan et al.
[151]. The ash yield of the SG0 and SG1 fractions are 8.90% and 2.60% respectively on asreceived basis.

4.2. Sample preparation
The samples were dry-ground using a ball mill of diameter and height equal to 21.6 cm and
22 cm respectively. The milling conditions were optimized using some preliminary experiments
and were as follows:
No. of 3.8 cm balls = 55
No. of 2.5 cm size balls = 10
Ball mill rotation speed: 75 rpm (75% of critical speed)
Time = 10-15 minutes
The ground carbonaceous solids were wet-sieved to separate them into different size ranges. Wetsieving was used instead of dry-sieving to ensure better separation, especially for highly
hydrophobic carbonaceous solids (like petcoke) in which fine particles tend to stick to coarser
particles as well as for hydrophilic particles, which absorb moisture from the air and form a layer
on the sieve, preventing particles from passing through them. For making slurries, these particles
of different size ranges were combined in certain quantities, as determined by the particle size
distribution used for the experiments.
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4.3. Particle size distribution
(a) For studies on the effects of solid loading, surface chemistry and additives on viscosity and
studies testing the applicability of the models in predicting slurry viscosity, the particle size
distribution given in Figure 4-2(a) was used.
(b) The particle size distribution shown in Figure 4-2(b), was used for determining the interfacial
interactions of carbonaceous solids in water and the effect of additives on interfacial interactions
and their influence on CSWS viscosity. The volumetric weighted mean size was 72 μm. This
particle size distribution, shown in Figure 4-2 (b), was selected based on some preliminary
experimental results and existing studies, which showed that this particle size distribution resulted
in low viscosity.
(b) For experiments involving the determination of optimum particle size distribution (section
5.1.3), particle size distribution was varied using the Henderson and Scheffe formula to study its
effect on CSWS viscosity [71]. Since these particle size distributions are part of the result, they
have been included in Chapter 5 and are shown in Figure 5-1.
(c) For model validation, experiments were done using different particle size distributions, given
in Figure 4-2 (b).
(d) Analytical techniques used for characterizing samples require finer particle sizes. A particle
size of -45 μm was used for those analyses.
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Figure 4-1. Particle size distribution of the carbonaceous solid particles in their respective
slurries (a) for experiments studying effect of different factors on CSWS viscosity (b) for the
experiments involving studies of interfacial interactions (c) for model validation experiments

4.4. Preparation of carbonaceous solid-water slurry
For the preparation of CSWS, a calculated amount of carbonaceous solids (calculated on
the basis of targeted slurry concentration) was added to a predetermined amount of distilled water
(Figure 4-3). The mixture was then stirred by a propeller agitator for 10 minutes and its viscosity
was measured immediately after that to prevent sedimentation [14]. For experiments involving
additives, additives were directly added to the distilled water before the addition of the
carbonaceous solids. Solids loading of the CSWS was calculated and reported on as-received basis.
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Additives

Figure 4-2. Preparation of carbonaceous solid-water slurries

Figure 4-3. Petcoke-water slurry (63wt.%)

4.5. Additives used
Two anionic additives, Norlig TSD and Kayexalate, and a non-ionic additive, Triton X405, were used for the experiments discussed in section 5.1.2. For the studies reported in section
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5.5 only Norlig TSD and Triton X-405 were used. Descriptions of these additives are given in
Table 4-1.

Table 4-1.Description of the additives [151–153]

Commercial

Chemical

Name

Name

Norlig TSD

Ammonium

Chemical Structure

Type

Manufacturing
Company

Anionic

Lignosulfonate

Borregaard
LignoTech

LGS = Lignosulfonate

Kayexalate

Sodium

Anionic

Polystyrene

Borregaard
LignoTech

Sulfonate

Triton X-405

Octylphenol-

Non-ionic

Spectrum

polyethylene

Chemical Mfg.

glycol ether

Company
n = 40
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4.6. Viscosity measurement
Viscosities were measured using a Bohlin 88 Viscometer (manufactured by Malvern
Instruments Ltd., U.K.), which comprises a constant speed motor with a torque detecting system.
For all the experiments conducted in this work, measuring system no.8 (i.e., the system designated
as ‘wide gap,’ with an inner cylinder diameter of 25 mm and outer cylinder diameter of 33 mm)
was used. This measuring system was designed to be used for a range of viscosity values from
0.01 Pa.s to 5.00 Pa.s. The shear rate used for all the measurements was 100s-1, in line with the
shear rate used in the industry [6]. All viscosity measurements were performed in the temperature
range of 23 to 26 o C (ambient temperature).
The viscometer was calibrated prior to each experiment using standard procedure provided
by the manufacturer. The equipment error as reported by the manufacturer was ±5%. This would
include errors in measurement due to wall slip conditions and agglomerate formation in
concentrated suspensions, the errors most commonly associated with rotational viscometers [62].

4.7. Proximate analysis
Proximate analysis was performed on the carbonaceous solid samples, following ASTM
standards, to determine the percentage of moisture, volatile matter, ash yield and fixed carbon
content of the samples.

4.8. Ultimate analysis
Ultimate analysis was conducted on the carbonaceous solid samples to determine their C,
H, N, S and O contents. The analysis was done using a CE Instruments EA 1110 CHNS-O
elemental analyzer, based on the principle of the Dumas method, which involves complete and
instantaneous oxidation of the sample by ‘flash combustion.’ In this method, the combustion
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products are separated by a chromatographic column and detected by the thermal conductivity
detector, which gives an output signal proportional to the concentration of the individual
components of the mixture. Proximate and ultimate analyses of all the samples are presented in
Table 4-2.

Table 4-2. Proximate and Ultimate Analysis Results

Proximate Analysis (wt. %, as

Ultimate Analysis (weight %, as received

received basis)

basis)

M
Bitumen

0.16

VM

A

FC

C

H

N

S

O

49.50

0.50

49.90

91.10

3.00

1.30

4.09

0.10

Petcoke

0.32

11.00

0.20

88.60

89.08

3.60

1.50

5.40

0.20

Orchard coal

1.60

9.30

10.80

78.40

80.80

3.50

1.90

1.10

0.20

2.08

36.20

8.90

52.90

76.30

5.50

1.40

1.90

4.30

2.10

39.50

2.60

55.80

82.90

5.90

1.50

.98

4.00

3.30

38.50

12.50

45.70

67.50

4.70

1.40

5.70

5.70

Dietz coal

8.50

41.70

3.90

46.00

70.70

4.90

0.60

0.40

11.80

Pust coal

11.10

41.20

8.60

39.20

60.80

4.08

1.30

0.60

13.60

Beulah coal

18.90

39.20

5.20

36.70

54.90

3.90

1.30

0.60

15.20

Pittsburgh no.
8 coal (SG0)
Pittsburgh no.
8 coal (SG1)
Illinois no. 6
coal

Notes: M,VM,A,FC stands for moisture, volatile matter, ash, fixed carbon respectively; C,H,N,S,O denotes carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, total sulfur and oxygen respectively.
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4.9. Adsorption measurement of additive on carbonaceous solids
Absorbance measurements were performed using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 950 UV-VisNIR Spectrophotometer. Calibration curves for the adsorption measurements were developed by
recording the absorbances of known concentrations of additives in water. Norlig TSD and Triton405 absorb at wavelengths 280 and 223 nm, respectively. CSWS with additives were prepared in
the manner described in section 2.2. The slurries were then centrifuged, and the supernatants were
analyzed using the spectrophotometer, based on the calibration curves, to determine the additive
concentration in the supernatants [47,136,152]. Syringe filters having pore sizes of 0.45 μm were
used to filter the supernatant. Preliminary experiments were performed to ensure that there was no
retention of additives by such filters. Adsorption of the additives on the carbonaceous solids in the
CSWS is given by the difference between the initial concentration of additive used (0.5% by
weight in this case) and the additive concentration in the supernatant. A solution of 0.5% (by
weight) additive in water (resembling no adsorption case) was analyzed and used as reference.
Each experiment was repeated five times, and the average value was used for calculations.

4.10. Zeta potential measurement
The zeta potential of the carbonaceous solid samples in water was measured using a
Malvern Zetasizer ZS, which uses an electrophoretic light scattering technique. The size of the
carbonaceous solids used for such experiments, as has already been mentioned, < 45 μm to prevent
settling of particles in the sample cell. The concentration of solids in the suspension used for these
measurements was 1% of the total suspension weight, as the system cannot be used with higher
concentration of solids. Each experiment was repeated ten times, and the average value was used
for calculations.
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4.11. Cationic content measurement
The supernatants of CSWS were extracted using syringe filters of 0.45 μm pore size and
were analyzed using a Perkin-Elmer Optima 5300DV ICP-AES to detect and measure the
concentration of cations in the carbonaceous solid-water slurries.

4.12. Anionic content measurement
For measuring concentrations of the anions present in CSWS, the supernatants of the
CSWS were analyzed using a Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ ion chromatography (IC).

4.13. Contact angle measurement
Contact angles were measured using a goniometer (Ramé-Hart Model 295) using the
Sessile drop technique. Carbonaceous solid particles were made into pellets using a pressure of
2000 psi (without using a binder) [153]. The contact angles of water, glycerol, and diiodomethane
on these pellets were recorded. To determine the change in surface hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity
of the carbonaceous solid in water due to the addition of additives (0.5% concentration), contact
angles on the pellets of 0.5% solutions of each of the additives were measured. Each experiment
was repeated ten times, and the average value was used.

4.14. Free water/ bound water content measurement
Thermogravimetric analyses were done on 20-30 mg samples of CSWS with and without
additives. The slurries were heated in a nitrogen atmosphere to a temperature of 120 °C and allowed
to equilibrate for 5 minutes at that temperature to ensure complete vaporization of the water
present. The heating rate used was 5°C per minute. Higher heating rates were reported to result in
lower resolution, whereas a heating rate lower than 5°C per minute would significantly slow down
the experiment [154,155]. The rate of change of residual mass (which is the rate of vaporization
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of water) when plotted against the residual weight, or the weight of water evaporated at each stage,
increases during the first phase and then decreases. Since it is easier to vaporize free water, the
first phase represents the vaporization of the free water, whereas the second phase gives the rate
of vaporization of the bound water [148]. The weight of the water evaporated corresponding to the
point where the rate curve changes trend gives the amount of free water in the mixture. Each
experiment was repeated five times.

4.15. Uncertainty analysis
Factors that might have led to uncertainty include variation in particle shape, sieve analysis
limitations, weighing balance tolerance and equipment error. For example errors in contact angle
measurements could also have been caused due to the roughness of sample surfaces. To measure
repeatability of results, each experiment was repeated several times. Error bars represent the
standard deviations of uncertainty.
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Chapter 5 . Results and Discussions
5.1. Factors affecting CSWS viscosity
The most important factors affecting slurry viscosity are solid loading, surface chemistry
of the carbonaceous solids, the additives, and the particle size distribution. This section reports the
effects of these important factors on slurry viscosity.
5.1.1. Effect of solid loading and type of carbonaceous solid
The viscosities of slurries of some commercially used carbonaceous solids such as petcoke,
bitumen, and Illinois no. 6 coal, at different solid loadings were determined [156]. Figure 5-1
shows the variation of slurry viscosity with solid loading (by weight) of the three carbonaceous
solids. For the same particle size distribution, the viscosity of the slurries increased with an
increase in solid loading (up to ~300%). Moreover, slurries of different carbonaceous solids had
widely different viscosities (up to one order of magnitude different) for the same solid loading.
Similar observations have been reported by many authors [46,54,61].
With an increase in solid loading, interparticle distance decreases. As a result,
hydrodynamic interaction and interparticle interaction gain prominence. Hydrodynamic
interaction causes the flow field of a particle to be affected by the flow fields of multiple
neighboring particles, hence causing viscosity to increase [62]. Since carbonaceous solids are not
hard spheres and have different surface chemistry, it is expected that these solids would experience
different interfacial interactions in slurries. This explains the variation in viscosity with different
carbonaceous solids even though the solid loading remains the same. Although numerous
researchers have reported studies on the effect of hydrodynamics on slurry viscosity, only a few
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have been published on the interfacial interactions in CSWS, including their effect on slurry
microstructure and hence on slurry viscosity.
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Figure 5-1. Effect of solid loading and type of carbonaceous solid on CSWS viscosity

5.1.2. Effect of additives
Additives are used to reduce slurry viscosity by modifying the surface chemistry of the
carbonaceous solids in the slurry. The effects of the three commonly used additives—Triton X405 (non-ionic), Polystyrene sulfonate (anionic) and Norlig TSD (anionic)—on the viscosities of
petcoke, bitumen and Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurries (63% by weight) were investigated. The
results show that adding the appropriate additive to CSWS can cause a drastic reduction in slurry
viscosity. Figure 5-2 shows that the extent of reduction of viscosity is variable for different
additives and CSWS. As can be observed from the figure, Triton X-405 is highly effective for
viscosity reduction of slurries of petcoke and bitumen, whereas Norlig TSD is more suitable for
reducing the viscosity of Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurry. It should also be noted that Polystyrene
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sulfonate results in the least reduction of CSWS viscosity, especially in the cases of bitumen and
petcoke slurries. This specificity of additives for given slurries is in agreement with others
[52,143,157].
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Figure 5-2. Effect of additives on (a) Petcoke-water slurry (b) Bitumen-water slurry (c) Illinois
no. 6 coal-water slurry (slurry loading = 63% by weight in all cases)
In the case of the hydrophobic bitumen and petcoke particles, the non-ionic additive Triton
X-405 got adsorbed through the π electronic interaction of the aromatic regions of the
carbonaceous solids and the hydrophobic part of Triton X-405 [87,137]. The hydrophilic
polyoxyethelene chains of Triton X-405, directed towards the aqueous phase, generate steric
hindrance by interposing a mechanical barrier to other carbonaceous solid particles in the slurry
and thus help in preventing the particles from forming aggregates.
Anionic additives act mainly by enhancing the zeta potential of the solids, thereby leading
to interparticle electrostatic repulsion, which keeps the particles dispersed in the suspension [152].
Figures 5-2 (a) and (b) show that anionic additives were not very effective in the cases of petcokeand bitumen-water slurries. This was likely because the interparticle hydrophobic interaction,
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being very strong in these cases (as indicated by the water contact angle on petcoke and bitumen
being 124° and 137° respectively) could counteract the electrostatic repulsion [54]. As a result,
aggregate formation in these suspensions could only be partially controlled, and viscosity
reduction was less drastic as compared to Triton X-405.
The anionic additive Norlig TSD proved to be a better additive in the case of nonhydrophobic Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurry. The interparticle hydrophobic interaction, being low
in this case, was easily counterbalanced by the electrostatic repulsion [49,152,158]. Due to the
relatively higher ash yield and oxygen content of Illinois no. 6 coal (as-received ash yield =
12.53%, as-received O content = 5.67%), it is possible that there was a greater adsorption of the
anionic additive. Table 5-1 highlights the percentage reduction in viscosities using the three
additives.
As is evident from Figure 5-2 and Table 5-1, sodium polystyrene sulfonate is the least
effective additive for all three sample slurries. As pointed out by Gabriel et al., the adsorption of
sodium polystyrene sulfonate on the carbonaceous surface cannot be considered totally vertical or
co-planar with the solid surface [137]. On adsorption, this additive forms both “flat” segments and
“loops” and “tails.” The “flat” part of the molecule remains grafted to the carbonaceous surface,
whereas the “loops” and “tails” extend into the aqueous phase. This enhances the hydrophobicity
of the carbonaceous solid particles in suspension, thereby increasing the aggregation tendency,
and thus does not lead to a significant reduction in viscosity. Therefore, the key to viscosity
reduction would be to choose the right additive. To further illustrate the effects of additives on
CSWS viscosity, the percentage reductions of viscosities were calculated and reported in Table 51.
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Table 5-1. Percentage reduction in viscosities using additives

Triton X-405

SPS

(%)

(%)

(%)

Petcoke

60.8

13.1

33.4

Bitumen
Illinois no. 6 coal

98.5
36.2

25.7
24.5

82.7
67.7

Carbonaceous solid

Norlig TSD

5.1.3. Effect of particle size distribution
Different particle size distributions with the same smallest and largest particle sizes were
calculated using the Henderson and Scheffe formula (as given by equation 2-1), by varying the ‘n’
in the equation [73,159]. As has been reported in the existing literature, this formula can be used
for predicting optimum particle size distribution, resulting in the minimum slurry viscosity, if the
‘n’ in the equation 2-1 is calculated using the solid volume fraction [73,159].
𝑌=

𝐷 𝑛 − 𝐷𝑠𝑛

(2-1)

𝐷𝑙𝑛 −𝐷𝑆𝑛

Where 𝑛 =

1
1−𝑔
𝐷
𝑙𝑛 𝑙
𝐷𝑠

𝑙𝑛

Y= Cumulative weight percentage undersize,
Dl= largest particle diameter in the distribution
Ds= smallest particle diameter in the distribution
g = volume fraction of solids
The calculated value of ‘n’ was 0.14 for all the three slurries. The value of ‘n’ was also varied from
0.1 to 1.5 and used in equation 2-1 to calculate different particle size distributions to
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experimentally study the effect of these particle size distributions on slurry viscosity. This would
also help in experimentally determining the optimum particle size distributions (the particle size
distribution resulting in the lowest viscosity slurry). Hence both the experimentally obtained and
theoretically determined optimum particle size distributions can be compared to check the
accuracy of the Henderson and Scheffe formula. Figure 5-3 shows the three different particle size
distributions calculated using ‘n’ = 0.14, 0.4 and 1.2. These values of ‘n’ were selected to represent
particle-size distributions with higher finer fraction (n = 0.14), higher coarser fraction (n= 1.2) and
an intermediate distribution. As can be seen from Figure 5-3, a higher ‘n’ value indicates a higher
fraction of coarser particles and a smaller fraction of finer particles, and vice-versa; therefore, a
higher ‘n’ value indicates a wider particle size distributions. Viscosities of CSWS with different

Cumulative Undersize (wt.%)

particle size distributions were measured, as can be seen from Figures 5-4.
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Figure 5-3. Particle size distributions calculated with different values of ‘n’
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Figure 5-4. Variation of viscosity with ‘n’
Figure 5-4 shows that CSWS viscosity decreased with an increase in ‘n,’ i.e., with a wider
particle size distribution. This finding is in agreement with other studies. Beyond a particular value
of ‘n,’ which is different for slurries of different solids, a further increase in ‘n’ caused
sedimentation instability. The particle size distribution resulting in minimum CSWS viscosity
without compromising sedimentation stability is the optimum particle size distribution.
Optimum particle size distribution was observed when ‘n’ = 1.2 for petcoke and bitumen
slurries, whereas for slurries of Illinois no. 6 coal, optimum particle size distribution was with ‘n’
= 0.4. Therefore, the experimentally determined optimum particle size distribution did not match
with the theoretical particle size distribution (given by ‘n’ = 0.14). This confirms the inference
drawn by Pulido-Florez, which states that optimum particle size distribution, besides depending
on the maximum and minimum particle sizes, also depends on the surface chemistries of the solids
in the slurries. Lower values of the O/C ratio cause an increase in ‘n’ value [39]. In this case, the
hydrophobicity of the petcoke and bitumen particles influences the value of ‘n’ and makes it
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significantly higher than the predicted value (deviation of 30%). This higher ‘n’ value corresponds
to greater proportions of coarser particles, leading to reduced interfacial interactions and therefore
lower viscosity. Illinois no. 6 coal, having a higher value of O/C ratio, has an experimentally
obtained ‘n’ value comparatively closer to the calculated value (deviation of 8%).

Section summary
 Slurry viscosity increases with an increase in the solid loading of the slurries (~ 2 Pa.s for
petcoke-water slurry for increase in solid loading from 50 wt.% to 63 wt.%) .
 Slurry viscosity is also influenced by the surface chemistry of the carbonaceous solids.

 Appropriate additives can cause a significant reduction in slurry viscosity (up to 98%).
However, additives are very specific to the surface chemistry of different carbonaceous solids.

 Slurry viscosity can be drastically reduced using optimum particle size distribution (up to
67%).

 Optimum particle size distribution is affected by solid surface chemistry.
5.2. Determining applicability of semi-empirical models for CSWS viscosity
prediction
As has already been discussed in Chapter 2, numerous models for the prediction of slurry
viscosity were developed. In this section, the applicability of three of the most popular models
was tested [156]. Usui’s thixotropic model and two semi-empirical models—the KriegerDougherty equation and the Mooney’s equation—were used to predict the viscosities of
concentrated slurries of petcoke, bitumen and Illinois no. 6 coal in water. The Krieger-Dougherty
equation and Mooney’s equation are given by equations 5-2 and 5-3 respectively.
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𝜂𝑟 = (1 −

𝜑
𝜑𝑚

)−[𝜂]𝜑𝑚

(5-2)

2.5 𝜑

𝜂𝑟 = exp[ 1−𝐾𝜑]

(5-3)

where 𝜂𝑟 = apparent viscosity,
[η] = intrinsic viscosity =2.7
φ = solids loading (dry basis)
φm= maximum solids loading
k= crowding factor = 2.5
Based on the particle size distribution, the maximum solids loading or maximum packing
efficiency calculated using Veytsman’s model was 0.70 (vol./vol.) [122]. Usui’s algorithm was
used to predict the viscosity of the CSWS system [118]. There was a slight modification made to
one of the assumptions of the Usui’s agglomerative model. Instead of assuming that only the
smallest size particles aggregate, this work assumes that all particles < 20 µm take part in
aggregation. This is because it was observed experimentally in our earlier studies that particles
with sizes less than 20 µm are more hydrophobic as compared to particles of larger sizes.
The viscosity predictions were compared to the experimentally measured viscosities.
Figures 5-5. (a-c) show the comparison of the model-predicted viscosities with the experimental
viscosities.
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Figure 5-5. Comparison of experimental results with model predictions for (a) petcoke-water
slurry (b) bitumen-water slurry (c) Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurry (d) Pust coal-water slurry
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As is evident from the figures 5-5 (a-c), for the entire solids loading range of the CSWS, the
viscosity predictions of Usui’s model match the experimental results more closely. The predictions
by thr Krieger-Dougherty equation or Mooney’s equation in the case of the petcoke, bitumen and
Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurries donot match the experimental results above 60 wt.% solid loading.
None of the models could accurately predict the viscosity of the Pust coal-water slurry over the
entire range of solid loading.
As has already been mentioned, Usui’s model for viscosity prediction is based on
determining the the interparticle aggregation force. Therefore, this model can only be used for
hydrophobic solids demonstrating aggregation behavior in water and is not applicable for solids
that are not hydrophobic and do not aggregate. This explains the failure of Usui’s model for the
prediction of the viscosity of the slurry of the Pust coal, which is a hydrophilic low-rank coal.
Moreover, as has been explained in section 2.3.1, Usui’s model is not based on fundamental
science. Therefore, a viscosity model based on the behavior of carbonaceous solids in water is
required for accurate prediction and better control of slurry viscosity over the range of high solid
loading (> 60 wt.%). To evaluate the behavior of carbonaceous solids in water, interfacial
interactions of the solids in water were determined using interfacial energy calculations.

Section summary:
 Semi-empirical models cannot provide an accurate prediction of CSWS viscosity, especially
at higher solid loading, possibly because of the fact that semi-empirical models do not account
for the effect of solid surface chemistry on slurry viscosity.

 Usui’s thixotropic model can predict the viscosities of hydrophobic solids even at higher solid
loadings. However, since it is based on the agglomeration behavior of solids and doesn’t
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consider the absorption and adsorption of water in its algorithm, the accuracy of its prediction
decreases with increasing hydrophilicty of the carbonaceous solids.
A model based on fundamental science that takes all the factors into account is required for the
prediction of viscosity

5.3. Determination of interparticle and particle-water interactions in CSWS
For supensions of carbonaceous solids of sizes ranging from a few microns to around one
millimeter, in water, interfacial phenomena is controlled by:
i) van der Waal interactions
ii) Electrostatic interactions
iii) Polar interactions (hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions)
The interfaccial interaction energies were calculated and compared in this section [160].
Carbonaceous solid particles were assumed to be spherical for all the calculations.
5.3.1. Interparticle interaction energy calculation
5.3.1.1. Van der Waals interaction energy
Van der Waals attractive energy between two spherical particles of radius R (designated by 1) in
a medium 3 is given by:
𝐴

131
𝑉𝑊 = − 12𝐻
𝑅

(5-4)

Where,
H = distance between particles
A131 = effective Hamaker constant of the solids in the presence of a third medium.
The Hamaker constants of the solid surfaces were calculated using the equation
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A11 = 1.86 (±.0065) × 10-21𝛾𝑖𝐿𝑊

(5-5)

A11 = Hamaker Constant of solid in vacuum
Using equation 5-5, the Hamaker constants (𝐴1 ) of the coal/petcoke samples were calculated. Then
the Hamaker constants for the coals/petcoke in water (𝐴131 ) were calculated using equation (5-6)
and has been reported in Table 5-2. These Hamaker constants were used to calculate corresponding
van der Waal interaction energies.
𝐴131 = (√𝐴11 − √𝐴33 )2

(5-6)

Table 5-2. Hamaker constants of carbonaceous solids

Carbonaceous solids

𝜸𝑳𝑾
𝟏

Petcoke

43.4

4.8

8.07

Orchard coal

47.7

4.8

8.9

2.6

Illinois. no.6 coal

49.5

4.8

9.2

1.44

Dietz coal

50.8

4.8

9.4

6.9

Pust coal

50.8

4.8

9.4

2.8

A33× 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟎 (J)

A11× 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟎 (J)

𝑨𝟏𝟑𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟎
(J)

2.9

Using the respective Hamaker constants of coals/petcoke in water (𝐴131 ), van der Waal
interactions energies were calculated and plotted (Figure 5-6) for all coal/petcoke-water slurries.
5.3.1.2. Hydrophobic/hydrophilic interaction energy
For calculating hydrophobic/hydrophilic interaction energy, the surface energy parameters
ɣd (dispersion parameter), ɣ+ and ɣ- (polar parameters) of the coals/petcoke were calculated by
using the measured contact angles as listed in Table 5-3 and the surface energy parameters of the
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liquids in equation 5-7 and solving for ɣ𝑑𝑆 , ɣ𝑆+ , ɣ−
𝑆 [5] . The calculated values of these surface
energy parameters of the coals/petcoke are listed in Table 5-4.
𝐿𝑊
+ −
− +
(1+cosƟ) ɣL = 2 (√ɣ𝐿𝑊
𝑆 ɣ𝐿 + √ɣ𝑆 ɣ𝐿 + √ɣ𝑆 ɣ𝐿 )

(5-7)

Table 5-3.Contact angles of liquids on the surfaces of carbonaceous solids
Water (°)

Glycerol (°)

Diiodomethane (°)

Petcoke

124 ± 1.9

98 ± 2.2

33 ± 4.5

Orchard coal

109 ± 2.0

78 ± 3.5

20 ± 5.2

Illinois no. 6 coal

62 ± 1.9

62 ± 3.1

13 ± 5.6

Dietz coal

42 ± 2.8

22 ± 3.5

0.0

Pust coal

5 ± 6.6

0.0

0.0

Table 5-4. Surface energy parameters

Material
Petcoke
Orchard coal
Illinois no. 6
Dietz coal
coal
Pust coal

𝛾 + (mJ/m2)
0.8
0.1
0.7
2.03
1.6

𝛾 𝐿𝑊
43.4
(mJ/m2)
47.7
49.5
50.8
50.8

𝛾 − (mJ/m2)
3.9
3.3
8.4
20.4
41.4

Table 5-4. shows that, as has been already pointed out by Good, the apolar component of surface
free energy and the Lewis acid component of surface free energy remain almost constant for all
the carbonaceous solids, whereas wide variation can be observed in the Lewis base component of
surface energy [102]. The low-rank coals Dietz coal and Pust coal have a very high Lewis base
component of surface free energy, which can be attributed to their high oxygen content. A higher
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Lewis base component of surface energy indicates greater chances of forming hydrogen bonds
with water and therefore more affinity towards water.
To determine the behavior of these carbonaceous solids in water, the polar surface interaction
energy between two particles was calculated using equation 5-8 [5].
𝑙 −𝑙

∆𝐺𝑙𝐴𝐵 = 𝜋𝑅𝜆∆𝐺𝑙𝐴𝐵
exp( 0𝜆 )
0

(5-8)

+
+
−
−
−
∆𝐺𝑙𝐴𝐵
= −2(√ɣ1𝐿𝑊 − √ɣ𝐿𝑊
)2 - 4(√ɣ1+ √ɣ1− + √ɣ+
3
3 √ɣ3 − √ɣ1 √ɣ3 − √ɣ3 √ɣ1 )
0

(5-9)

∆𝐺𝑙𝐴𝐵 = Polar surface interaction energy between two particles
∆𝐺𝑙𝐴𝐵
= Interface polar interaction energy constant
0
𝑙 = is the distance between two particles
R = Radius of particle
𝛾 = 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 1𝑛𝑚 [99] (This corresponds to the radius of gyration of the average size of
water clusters having 4 to 5 water molecules per cluster, at room temperature.)
𝑙0 = minimum equilibrium distance = .16nm [99]
The calculated polar interaction energies of the carbonaceous solids in their respective suspensions
with water were compared with other interaction energies, as shown in Figure 5-6.
5.3.1.3. Electrostatic interaction energy calculation
The electrostatic interaction energy between two spherical particles of radius R is given by
equation 5-10.
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VE = 2πεaRζ2ln [1+exp (-kH)]

k=

(5-10)

4𝑒 2 𝑁𝐴 𝐼
𝜀𝐴 𝑘𝑇

where, εa = absolute dielectric constant of the dispersion media (water in this case),
ζ = surface charge approximated as the zeta potential
k-1 = debye length
H = interparticle distance
e = electric charge =1.602X10-19C
NA = Avogadro constant = 6.023 × 1023 per mole
I = ionic strength
K = Boltzmann constant = 1.38 × 10−23 𝑚2 𝐾𝑔𝑠 −1 𝐾 −1
T = absolute temperature
The ionic strengths of the slurries were determined using the ionic concentrations, which were
measured using ICP-AES and Ionic Chromatography. The ionic concentrations of the different
carbonaceous solid-water slurries (measured in ppm by weight) are given in Table5-5:
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Table 5-5. Anionic and cationic concentrations of the carbonaceous solid-water slurries
Ca2+

Mg2+

(ppm) (ppm)

Na+

K+

Si4+

Cl-

SO42-

NO3-

(ppm)

(ppm)

(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (mol/m3)

Ionic Strength

Petcoke

0.87

0.31

0.33

0.08

0.00

1.16

0.37

0.39

0.21

Orchard coal

5.22

0.6

0.19

0.10

0.04

0.50

1.62

0.20

0.72

9.76

0.81

2.56

0.22

0.23

5.54

8.54

0.17

1.75

2.53

1.70

2.32

0.20

0.13

1.97

2.00

0.00

0.79

Illinois no. 6
coal
Dietz coal
Pust coal

4.01

2.50

2.23

0.20

0.31

1.74

2.32

0.00

1.08

Using the ionic strength values, Debye lengths for the coal/petcoke-water slurries were calculated.
The measured zeta potentials and the calculated Debye lengths of the carbonaceous solids in water
were tabulated Table 5-6:

Table 5-6. Zeta potential and Debye length of the carbonaceous solids in suspension with water
Zeta potential (mV) Debye length (nm)
Petcoke

-31

8.47

Orchard coal

-28

4.57

Illinois no. 6 coal

-36

2.93

Dietz coal

-39

4.37

Pust coal

-43

3.73
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The electrostatic repulsion energy was calculated using equation 5-10.
5.3.2 Comparison of interparticle interaction energies
Figure 5-6 compares the interaction energies of the five CSWS. In all the cases,
hydrophobic/hydrophilic interaction energy (polar interaction energy) is 5-6 orders of magnitude
greater than van der Waals or electrostatic interaction energy for an interparticle distance less than
4 nm. Therefore, it can be said that polar interaction energies play the key role in determining the
slurry rheology of highly concentrated slurries in which particles are closely packed with very
small interparticle distance. To control viscosity, these interaction energies should be modified
accordingly, using the appropriate additives. Interparticle polar interaction energies are
hydrophobic for petcoke, Orchard coal, Illinois no. 6 coal and Dietz coal, and their magnitude
decreases from petcoke to Dietz coal. Even though Illinois no. 6 coal and Dietz coal have higher
Lewis base components of surface free energy as compared to petcoke and Orchard coal, their
interparticle interaction is still hydrophobic, which implies that these carbonaceous solids are
weakly hydrophobic with hydrophilic characteristics. Interparticle repulsive hydrophilic
interaction exists in the case of Pust coal-water slurry. The observation that the polar interaction
energies decay at a distance of approximately 4 nm, is in agreement with existing work [100,101].
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Figure 5-6. Variation of interparticle interaction energy with interparticle distance
To determine the contribution of finer particles towards increasing slurry viscosity, the case of
Illinois no.6 coal-water slurries with fine particles and with a particle size distribution as used in
the experiments were considered. The interparticle interaction energies in slurries of fine particles
< 44 μm, (mean diameter 20 μm and hence radius 10 μm) of Illinois no.6 coal-water slurries were
calculated using the same calculation method as discussed in Appendix G. The interaction energies
were compared to that of the wider particle size distribution (mean diameter = mean diameter 20
μm and hence radius 10 μm) in Figure 5-7.
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Figure 5-7. Comparison of interfacial interaction energies in slurries with finer particles (< 44
μm) and wider particle size distributions
It can be observed that as in the case of wider particle-size distribution, even for the finer particles,
the interparticle polar interaction energy is the dominant interaction energy. The interparticle
interaction energy between two particles is lower in case of finer particles as compared to coarser
particles. However, the smaller particles have a higher surface area to volume ratio and therefore
can interact with greater number of particles as compared to the coarser particle of the same weight
resulting in stronger interactions and higher viscosities. The viscosity of the Illinois no.6 coal water
slurry consisting of fine (-44 μm) particles were measured at 100 s-1 and was found to be 0.40Pa.s
whereas the viscosity of the slurry consisting of wider particle size distribution under the same
conditions is 0.20 Pa.s.
To summarize,
1. High contact angles (>100o) of water droplets on petcoke and Orchard coal surfaces
demonstrate that these carbonaceous solids are highly hydrophobic, and water can only
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coalesce on the surface of these solids. The negligible oxygen content of these solids (as
evident from Table 4-2) contributes to their apolar nature. The hydrophobic interparticle
interaction energy causes these solids to form aggregation networks in water, entrapping
coalescing water droplets in the voids [54].
2.

Water contact angles on Illinois no. 6 coal and Dietz coal are 73o and 42o, respectively. These
angles indicate that an energetically stable layer of water can exist around these particles.
Therefore, these particles in suspension with water would have hydration layers [101]. The
oxygen functional groups present on the surfaces of these solids would form hydrogen bonds
with the neighboring water molecules. The hydration layer would be thicker in the case of
Dietz coal as compared to Illinois no. 6 coal due to the higher basic component of surface free
energy. These coal particles would also form aggregation networks because of the interparticle
hydrophobic interaction energy.

3. In the case of Pust coal, a very high basic component of surface free energy contributes to the
high wettability of this carbonaceous solid. This attribute is also evident from its low water
contact angle. Therefore, Pust coal in water would form thick hydration layers. Moreover, since
the interparticle interaction energy is predominantly hydrophilic repulsive in this case, these
particles would not form aggregation networks or flocs in suspension.
4. In all the cases discussed above, free water is lost from the bulk of the slurry, either in the form
of coalescing droplets entrapped in the aggregation networks of the hydrophobic petcoke and
Orchard coal or as hydration layers in the other coals. The volume of loss of free water is
different for different carbonaceous solids. It equals the volume of the entrapped water or the
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volume of the hydration layer and is therefore a function of the surface chemistry of the
carbonaceous solid.
Figures 5-8 (a-c) provide schematics of the proposed interparticle interactions of the different
carbonaceous solid particles in water. Since petcoke and Orchard coal demonstrate similar
behavior in water, these are represented by a single schematic (Figure 5-8(a)). Illinois no. 6 coal
and Dietz coal, also having similar behavior in water, are represented by Figure 5-8(b).

Bulk
water

Bulk
water

Coal

Hydration
layer
Coal

Coalescing
droplet of
water

(a)

(b)
Bulk
water
Thicker
Hydration
layer
Coal

(c)

Figure 5-8. Schematics of interparticle interactions of (a) petcoke and Orchard coal (b) Illinois
no. 6 coal and Dietz coal and (c) Pust coal in water
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Section summary
 Interparticle polar interaction energies are 5-6 orders of magnitude greater than the van der
Waals and electrostatic interaction energies in CSWS.
 Highly hydrophobic solids form aggregation networks and trap water, whereas with an increase
in hydrophilicity, absorption and adsorption of water by the carbonaceous solids in the slurries
increases.
 All these phenomena result in the trapping of the free water from the bulk of the slurry.
Therefore, a part of the free water contributing to the fluidity of the slurry is not available.

5.4. Model development
5.4.1 Concept and calculation of volume fraction correction factor
As was discussed in the previous section, interparticle interactions of the carbonaceous
solids led to the loss of free water from the bulk of the slurry, which in turn resulted in an increase
in the effective solid volume fraction. This loss of water depends on the type of carbonaceous solid
and hence is a characteristic of the carbonaceous solid [160].
To determine the change in solid volume fraction, the viscosities of the five carbonaceous
solid-water slurries were measured as a function of initial solid volume fraction. Based on the
particle size distribution (which was kept constant for all five carbonaceous solid samples), the
maximum volume fraction ( 𝜑𝑚 ) was calculated using the Veytsman model and was 0.74 in all
cases. The measured viscosities were used in the Krieger-Dougherty equation to determine the
final solid volume fraction and then the Volume Fraction Correction Factor (VFCF) in the
following method:
φ

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝜂𝑟 = (1 − 𝜑 𝑓 )−[𝜂]𝜑𝑚
𝑚
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(5-2)

VFCF (Volume Fraction Correction Factor) =

φ𝑓
φ𝑖

φ𝑓 = increased solid volume fraction (dry basis): determined using equation 5-2
φ𝑖 = initial solid volume fraction (dry basis): already known

Figure 5-9 shows the viscosity variation of CSWS with initial solid volume fractions.
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1.2

Viscosity (Pa.s)

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
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0.4
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0.55

0.6

Initial Solid Volume Fraction

Figure 5-9. Variation of viscosity with initial solids volume fraction
The determined VFCFs are tabulated in Table 5-7. For each of these carbonaceous solid-water
slurries, initial solid volume fractions were varied until the slurry ceased to flow (i.e., the point at
which the slurry had infinite viscosity).
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Table 5-7. VFCF values of the different carbonaceous solids

Carbonaceous solids water slurries
Initial Solids
Volume fraction

Petcoke

Orchard coal

Illinois no. 6
coal

Dietz coal

Pust coal

0.36

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.85

0.38

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.82

0.40

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.7

1.77

0.42

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.65

1.74

0.44

N/A

N/A

1.54

1.59

1.67

0.46

N/A

N/A

1.52

1.54

Infinite
Viscosity

0.48

N/A

1.36

1.47

1.48

0.50

N/A

1.35

1.42

Infinite
Viscosity

0.52

1.32

1.33

Infinite
Viscosity

0.54

1.31

1.3

0.56

1.27

1.27

0.58

1.24

Infinite
Viscosity

Mean

1.28

1.31

1.49

1.59

1.77

Standard
Deviation

.03

.04

.053

.07

.07
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Table 5-7 shows that the VFCF values of a particular carbonaceous solid vary slightly for
different solid volume fractions (as indicated by the small standard deviation). Therefore, a mean
VFCF was calculated for each carbonaceous solids. The small variation can be attributed to the
fact that an increase in the initial solid volume fraction leads to more and more crowding of the
solid particles in the water, leaving less space for the entrapped water or the hydration layer. The
VFCF increases with an increase in the O/C ratio. For a hydrophobic carbonaceous solid, the
coalescing droplets of water entrapped in the aggregation network between particles are weakly
bound due to the small adhesion energy of water and the solid. The hydration layer thickness and
the stability of water on the surface of particles increase with the Lewis base component of free
energy. At a particular shear rate, it is easier to release the unstable entrapped water than to release
the thicker stable layer of water. This explains why VFCF increases with decreasing
hydrophobicity and increasing hydrophilicity.
5.4.2 Variation of volume fraction correction factor with surface chemistry
The VFCF of a carbonaceous solid can be calculated as a function of the polar interaction
energy. Polar interaction energies in turn primarily depend on the oxygen and carbon content of
the solid. Polar interaction energies vary with the O/C ratio (by mass) in the following manner, as
shown in Figure 5-10. As can be observed from Figure 5-10, polar interaction energies vary
linearly with the O/C ratios of the carbonaceous solid. Therefore, VFCF can be directly calculated
as a function of the more fundamental O/C ratio of the carbonaceous solid. This would also
simplify the calculation of VFCF. Variation of the mean VFCFs of the carbonaceous solids in
water with O/C ratio has been plotted in Figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-10. Variation of polar interaction energy with O/C ratio
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Figure 5-11. Variation of VFCF with O/C ratio
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0.25

Figure 5-11 shows that the VFCF of a carbonaceous solid correlates very well with the O/C ratio
of the solid. Therefore, the VFCF of a carbonaceous solid can be calculated using equation 5-11,
and the viscosity of carbonaceous solid-water slurries can be determined using the modified
Krieger-Dougherty equation given by equation 5-12.
𝑂

(5-11)

𝑉𝐹𝐶𝐹 = 2.04 𝐶 + 1.29

𝜂𝑟 = [1 −

𝑂
𝐶

(2.04∗ +1.29)𝜑
𝜑𝑚

]−[𝜂]𝜑𝑚

(5-12)

Where,
O = Oxygen content (wt.%) of the carbonaceous solid on dry basis (corrected based on
moisture correction)
C = Carbon content (wt.%) of the carbonaceous solid on dry basis (corrected based on
moisture correction)
Other terms in the equation have already been defined in the previous sections.
5.4.3. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) verification of the concept
Thermogravimetric analyses were done on sample slurries to further confirm some of the
propositions made in section 5.4.2.:
 Higher free water content of slurries results in lower slurry viscosity
 Free water content increases with a decrease in O/C ratio
 To confirm the VFCF values
Thermogravimetric analysis was used to record the weight of water unavailable with an increase
in temperature for the different slurries [148]. The total water content of each slurry was given by
the difference between the initial and final weight of the slurry used for measurement. Rate of
mass loss of the slurry (rate of loss of water) was plotted against the total mass loss of the slurry
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(loss of water from the system) per unit total water of the system. In certain cases the rate of mass
loss increased to a certain point and then sharply decreased after a short transition. Since it was
easier to vaporize the bulk water (also called free water), the mass loss in the first drying stage was
due to the loss of free water [148,161,162]. During the second drying stage, also known as the
slow-down drying stage, the mass loss was due to the vaporization of the bound water, which
comprised the hydration layer water and the water present in the pores of the carbonaceous solid.
Due to the mass transfer of the pore water to the coal surface and the binding energy of the
hydration layer water, the vapor pressure of the bound water was lower than that of the free water,
causing the vaporization rate of the bound water to be lower than that of the free water. In certain
slurries, a flat transition stage between the first and second drying stage was also observed. This
stage most likely represented the water trapped in the aggregation network, and therefore the level
of difficulty of removal of such water was higher than that for the bulk water and lower than that
for the bound water.
5.4.3.1. Variation of free water content with solid concentration
To confirm the decrease of free water with an increase in solid concentration, TGA analysis
was done on petcoke water slurries with solid concentrations of 44%, 52%, 62% and 67% (by
weight). The mass loss (water loss), determined using the residual weight percent corresponding
to the peak of the curve, gives the amount of free water in the system. The greater the residual
weight percentage, the lower the mass loss (mass loss % = 100 – residual weight %). As can be
observed from Figure 5-12, the free water content decreased with an increase in solid weight %.
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Rate of change of residual mass
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Figure 5-12. Variation of free water content with solid loading of petcoke-water slurry
With a decrease in solid concentration, the total water in the system increases, and therefore
the free water content also increases. The ratio of free water to total water represents the water
trapping capacity of the carbonaceous solid involved and is a function of surface chemistry that
should be constant for a particular carbonaceous solid for all solid loading in the highly
concentrated range. To test this, the TGA data for petcoke water slurries at different concentrations
were analyzed, and as can be observed from Figure 5-13, the ratio of free water to total water for
petcoke water slurry was ~0.80 and was constant for all the solid loadings [163].
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Figure 5-13. Free water / Total water ratio for different solid loading (petcoke-water slurry)

5.4.3.2 Variation of free water content with solid surface chemistry
The free water to total water ratio is constant for a particular carbonaceous solid for all
solid loadings but varies with the surface chemistry of the solid. The free water to total water ratios
were also determined for Orchard coal, Illinois no. 6 coal, Dietz coal and Pust coal. Figure 5-14
compares the rate of change of residual mass (or rate of evaporation of water) of the slurry samples
of the five carbonaceous solids in the TGA. It is clearly evident that the free water to total water
ratio is highest for the petcoke slurry sample, followed by the Illinois no. 6 coal sample and the
Pust coal sample. To further illustrate this, the ratios have been tabulated in Table 5-8.
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Figure 5-14. Free water to total water ratio for different carbonaceous solids
Table 5-8. Free water to total water ratio for different carbonaceous solids

Petcoke-water slurry

Percentage of free water to total
water
84.6 ± 1.5

Orchard coal-water slurry

81.7 ± 2.2

Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurry

77.3 ± 2.1

Dietz coal-water slurry

72.6 ± 2.5

Pust coal-water slurry

66.1 ± 2.8

The ratios described above confirm the findings of our previous work, which stated that free water
in the slurry increased with a decrease in the O/C ratio of the carbonaceous solid. The free water
to total water ratio, determined using TGA results and using the VFCF values as determined in our
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previous paper, are compared in Table 5-9[160]. The results were found to match very well, further
validating the VFCF values.

Table 5-9. Free water to total water ratio from viscosity measurements and TGA measurements
From viscosity
Measurement
78.3 ± 4.1

From TGA
Measurement
84.6 ± 1.5

Deviation (%)

Orchard coal-water slurry

80.2 ± 2.5

81.8 ± 2.2

1.9

Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurry

73.9 ± 2.5

77.2 ± 2.1

4.3

Dietz coal-water slurry

73.9 ± 2.5

72.6 ± 2.5

-1.8

Pust coal-water slurry

64.3 ± 3.2

65.1 ± 2.8

1.2

Petcoke-water slurry

7.4

5.4.4. Validation of the model
The model was validated using petcoke, Pittsburgh no. 8 coal (bituminous coal) and Beulah
coal (lignite) samples. Maximum packing efficiencies of these samples were determined on the
basis of their particle size distributions using Veytsman’s model [122]. The O/C ratios, as obtained
from ultimate analyses of the samples, were used in equation 5-11 to obtain the VFCFs of the
corresponding carbonaceous solids in water. Maximum packing efficiencies (𝜑𝑚 ) and VFCFs,
inputs to the modified Krieger-Dougherty equation, are reported in Table 5-10. Experimentally
measured viscosities of these slurries were then compared with the predictions of both the KriegerDougherty equation and the modified Krieger-Dougherty equation, as shown in Figures 5-15 (ac). The viscosities of these concentrated slurries were measured and reported to the point that the
slurry viscosity was infinite and could not be measured.
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It can be observed from the Figures 5-15 that the modified Krieger-Dougherty equation
predictions match the experimental results much more accurately than the original KriegerDougherty equation, especially at higher initial solid loadings [160]. Slight deviations of the
predicted results from the experimental measurements towards higher volume loading can be
attributed to the slight decrease in the VFCF value of a particular sample with an increase in solid
volume fraction (as has been discussed in section 4.4). The maximum deviation of the predicted
results from the experimental measurements can be observed for Beulah coal at a solid volume
fraction of 0.46. This is probably because low-rank coals like Beulah have thicker hydration layers
at medium solid loadings, and with further increase in solid loading, the hydration layers cannot
increase proportionally due to excessive crowding of solids.

Table 5-10. Input parameters to the modified Krieger-Dougherty equation

Petcoke
Pittsburgh no. 8

Maximum packing
efficiency

VFCF

0.78

1.28

0.76

1.43

0.86

1.86

coal
Beulah coal
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Figure 5-15. Comparison of experimentally measured viscosities with model predicted
viscosities as a function of initial solid volume fraction for slurries of (a) petcoke (b) Pittsburgh
no. 8 coal (c) Beulah coal

Section summary
 Based on the surface chemistry of the solid (i.e., the Lewis base component and the nature of
the polar interaction energies), carbonaceous solids when in water would either form
aggregation networks and entrap water in those networks or adsorb/absorb water on their
surface. This loss of water leads to an increase in the solid volume fraction of the slurry and is
a function of surface chemistry. The increase in the solid volume fraction given by Volume
Fraction Correction Factor (VFCF) was experimentally determined using viscosity
measurements for five carbonaceous solids with varying oxygen to carbon ratios.
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 VFCF is constant for a particular carbonaceous solid in water, even for different solid loadings,
in the high solid concentration range.
 VFCF increases with an increase in the O/C ratio of the carbonaceous solid.
 A correlation between VFCF and O/C ratio was developed.
𝑂
𝐶

𝑉𝐹𝐶𝐹 = 2.04 + 1.29

 The Krieger-Dougherty equation was modified to account for the increased effective solid
volume fraction and hence the surface chemistry of the solid.

𝜂𝑟 = [1 −

𝑂
𝐶

(2.04∗ +1.29)𝜑
𝜑𝑚

]−[𝜂]𝜑𝑚

 Through thermogravimetric analyses, it was proved that the free water to total water ratio of a
CSWS is constant for a particular solid and decreases with an increase in O/C ratio.
 The free water to total water ratio determined using both thermogravimetric analysis and
calculated using VFCF matched, confirming the concept.
 The model was successfully validated for slurries of carbonaceous solids with low ash yield
for higher solid loading (> 60 wt.%). The samples used for validation experiments were
petcoke (O/C ratio = 0.0022), Pittsburgh no.8 coal (0.056) and Beulah coal-water slurries
(0.28) with different particle size distributions. The samples were selected such that these have
different O/C ratios.

5.5. Effect of additives on interfacial interactions for viscosity reduction of
carbonaceous solid-water slurries
5.5.1. Viscosity reduction
Viscosities of CSWS could be considerably reduced by using either of the additives.
Figures 5-16 (a-c) show the effects of the additives on the viscosities of different CSWS. The
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percentage reductions in viscosities using different additives have been summarized in Table 511. It can be clearly observed from Figures 5-16(a-c) and Table 5-11 that the effects of additives
on slurry viscosity are different for the three CSWS. The most effective additive for viscosity
reduction in petcoke-water slurry was Triton X-405. In the case of Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurry
and Pust coal-water slurry, Norlig TSD was more effective as compared to Triton X-405. In fact,
Triton X-405 had hardly any effect on the viscosity of Pust coal-water slurry. The viscosities of
both Norlig TSD and Triton X-405 in water were measured to be 4 cP. This indicates that the
additives had no effect on the medium viscosity.
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0.1
0.08

0.06
0.04
0.02
0
Without additive

Norlig TSD

(a) Petcoke water slurry
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(b) Illinois no. 6 coal water slurry
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Figure 5-16. Reduction of viscosity in (a) petcoke water slurry (b) Illinois no. 6 coal water slurry
and (c) Pust coal water slurry
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Table 5-11. Percentage reduction in CSWS viscosities using different additives

Percentage Reduction in
Viscosity using Norlig TSD
(%)

Percentage Reduction in
Viscosity using Triton X-405
(%)

Petcoke

25

91.7

Illinois no. 6 coal

50

15.0

Pust coal

62.9

1.4

Carbonaceous solids in water

From Figures 5-16(a-c) and Table 5-11, it is evident that the viscosity reduction of CSWS
when using an additive is not same for all carbonaceous solids. To investigate the interaction of
the additive with the solid surface, and hence to understand how the additive affects slurry
viscosity, adsorption of the additive and the resultant changes in hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of
the carbonaceous solids and surface charges were determined.
5.5.2. Adsorption of additives
Adsorption of additives on the carbonaceous solid surface can be calculated if the
concentration of additives in the CSWS supernatant is known. A higher absorbance signal of the
supernatant signifies a higher additive concentration in the supernatant and therefore a lower
adsorption of the additive on the carbonaceous solid surface.
The UV-Vis analyses of the supernatants of all three CSWS (50 % solid loading by weight)
with Triton X-405 are compared in Figure 5-17(a). As can be observed from Figure 5-17(a), the
petcoke water slurry supernatant had the highest absorbance, indicating the maximum
concentration of the additives in the supernatant and hence the least additive adsorption on the
solid surface. No absorbance peaks were observed for the Pust coal water slurry or the Illinois no.
6 coal water slurry, indicating an undetectable amount of additive in the supernatant and hence a
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total adsorption of the additive on the carbonaceous solid surfaces. The UV-Vis analyses of the
supernatants of the three CSWS with Norlig TSD are compared in Figure 5-17(b). It can be
observed that again the maximum supernatant absorbance was for the petcoke water slurry,
followed by the Pust coal water slurry and the Illinois no. 6 coal water slurry, indicating maximum
adsorption of the additive on the Illinois no. 6 coal surface, followed by the Pust coal surface with
the least adsorption on the petcoke surface. The adsorption percentages of the additives on the
carbonaceous solid surfaces were calculated from the UV-Vis results and the free water content of
the slurries and are given in Figure 5-18. The free water contents of the three CSWS were

Absorbance

determined using thermogravimetric analysis and have been discussed in section 3.5.3.
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Figure 5-17. UV-Vis absorbance of CSWS supernatants using (a) Triton X-405 and (b) Norlig
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Figure 5-18. Percentage adsorption of additives on the surface of the carbonaceous solids in their
respective slurries
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It can be observed from Figure 5-18 that petcoke adsorbs the least amount of additives as
compared to Illinois no. 6 coal and Pust coal. This is probably due to the low mineral matter content
of petcoke (ASTM ash = 0.17 wt. % as received basis). Illinois no. 6 coal (ASTM ash 12.53 wt. %
as received basis) and Pust coal (ASTM ash = 8.55 wt. % as received basis), having higher mineral
matter contents, have higher percentages of additive adsorption for both additives. Further, it can
be noted that adsorption of Norlig TSD is slightly greater in the case of Illinois no. 6 coal than in
the case of Pust coal. This further indicates that mineral matter contents play a major role in
additive adsorption. To further analyze the effect of mineral matter on additive adsorption,
Pittsburgh no.8 whole coal (SG0) and specific gravity-separated fraction of Pittsburgh no. 8 coal
(SG1) were used to make sample slurries. Specific gravity separation was used to separate mineral
matter from coal [151]. Therefore the mineral matter content of SG1 fraction is less than that of
SG0 fractions as indicated by the ash yield (ash yield on as received basis = 2.6 and 8.9 for SG1
and SG0 respectively). The supernatants were analyzed to determine the additive adsorption in
each case. The absorbance signals of the supernatants are compared in Figures 5-19 (a) and (b).
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Figure 5-19. Adsorption of (a) Norlig TSD and (b) Triton X-405 on the gravity separated
fractions of Pittsburgh no. 8 coal
It is clearly evident that the absorbance signal is higher for the SG1 sample in both cases,
indicating lower additive adsorption on the SG1 solid surface. As indicated by the absorbance
signals, adsorption is greater in the case of mineral matter-rich SG0 fractions (SG0: ASTM ash =
8.9 wt. %, SG1: ASTM ash = 2.6 wt. %). This clearly confirms that mineral matter plays a
significant role in the adsorption of additives.
5.5.3. Change in electrostatic interaction using additives
As can be observed from Figure 5-20, the absolute values of the zeta potentials of the
carbonaceous solids in the additive-water solutions increased for all three carbonaceous solids
when using the anionic additive Norlig TSD but remained the same when using Triton X-405.
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Norlig TSD, having an anionic sulfonic group, adds a negative charge to the carbonaceous solid
surface, whereas Triton X-405, having no charged groups, has no effect on surface charge.
0
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Illinois no. 6 Coal

Pust Coal

Zeta potential (mV)

-10
-20
-30
-40
-50
-60
Without Additives

Norlig TSD

Triton X-405

Figure 5-20. Zeta potentials of carbonaceous solids in their respective slurries with and without
additives
The literature has assumed the increase in the zeta potential of the solid surface to be an
important factor for promoting interparticle repulsion to prevent aggregation of particles [11,92].
Through this work, that assumption was tested. It was proved in an earlier work that polar
(hydrophobic/hydrophilic) interaction is the dominant interparticle interaction in such
concentrated carbonaceous solid-water slurries and that polar interparticle interaction is more than
5-6 orders of magnitude higher than interparticle electrostatic and van der Waals interactions
[160]. Electrostatic interparticle interactions were therefore calculated with the increased zeta
potential for the three CSWS following the same procedure as discussed by Mukherjee and
Pisupati [160]. The results are summarized in Table 5-12:
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Table 5-12. Interparticle electrostatic interaction energy in CSWS with and without additives

Carbonaceous solids
in water

Electrostatic
interaction energy
without additives
(mJ/m2)

Electrostatic
interaction energy
with Norlig TSD
(mJ/m2)

Electrostatic
interaction energy
with Triton X-405
(mJ/m2)

Petcoke
Illinois no. 6 coal
Pust coal

6.7
1.03
1.8

7.2
1.8
2.7

6.7
1.03
1.8

It is evident from Table 5-12 that there was only a slight change in the electrostatic
interaction energy as a result of the zeta potential increase when using Norlig TSD. The increased
electrostatic interaction energy was significantly lower than the polar interaction energies (~10 6
mJ/m2, as calculated in our previous work) and therefore had negligible effect on slurry viscosity
when compared to the interparticle polar interactions [163] . Since Triton X-405 had no effect on
the zeta potential of the carbonaceous solids, the electrostatic interparticle interaction energy in
this case remained the same.
This observation of the effects of electrostatic interparticle interaction is further supported
by some of the established facts about the interparticle interaction energies of concentrated solid
suspensions in water. Polar interaction energies are short-range forces that are very strong at an
interparticle distance below 5-10 nm [99–101]. Electrostatic interaction is weaker than even the
van der Waals interaction energy at such short distances [11,101]. Therefore, electrostatic
interaction energy surely would not be sufficiently high to overcome the strong hydrophobic
interactions at an interparticle distance below 10 nm (in the case of concentrated slurries). Much
stronger interaction energies, like hydration (hydrophilic) or steric interaction energies, are
required to overcome this dominant attractive hydrophobic interaction energy.
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To further verify role of zeta potential of the carbonaceous solids in viscosity reduction,
effect of zeta potential on free to total water ratio was studied (Figure 5-21). If zeta potential played
a role in viscosity reduction by increasing interparticle electrostatic repulsion, bound water would
be released into the bulk slurry and hence an increase in free water to total water ratio should be
observed with increase in magnitude of zeta potential. This is clearly not the case as can be
observed from Figure 5-21. The variation of free water to total water ratio is random with zeta
potential. Therefore it can be concluded that zeta potential does not have effect on free water to
total water ration of the CSWS and hence do not have effect on viscosity reduction of the CSWS.
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Figure 5-21. Effect of zeta potential on free water to total water ratio of CSWS
5.5.4. Change in hydrophobic/hydrophilic interaction
The change in solid hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity due to the addition of additives was
studied using contact angle measurements [102]. As can be observed from Figure 5-22, Norlig
TSD decreases the hydrophobicity of the petcoke sample slightly but increases the hydrophobicity
of Illinois no. 6 coal and Pust coal. It can be inferred from this that Norlig TSD gets adsorbed on
the carbonaceous solid surface using its hydrophilic or anionic ends and that the hydrophobic tails
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point towards water. The anionic head group of Norlig TSD generally forms hydrogen or anionic
bonds with the mineral matter present in the carbonaceous solid surface, as has been discussed in
section 3.2. It is also evident from Figure 5-22 that Triton X-405 makes the carbonaceous solid
surface significantly more hydrophilic for the non-hydrophilic solids and only makes it slightly
hydrophobic for the very hydrophilic Pust coal sample. This indicates that Triton X-405 mainly
adsorbs on the carbonaceous solid surface using its hydrophobic end, while the hydrophilic head
faces water. This arrangement of the additive helps to increase the hydrophilicity of the solid and
provides a steric interaction, thereby preventing the carbonaceous solid particles from aggregating.
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Figure 5-22. Contact angle of water on the carbonaceous solid surfaces (with and without
additives)
The primary reason for an increase in viscosity at a particular solid concentration is due to
the trapping of free water [160]. Due to the loss of free water from the slurries, the fluidity of the
slurries decreases and their viscosity increases. Therefore, to reduce viscosity at a particular solid
concentration, the most fundamental rule would be to release the trapped free water and increase
the free water content of the slurry.
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For the petcoke water slurry, due to the hydrophobic nature of the petcoke particles, the
formation of aggregation networks and trapping of water leading to loss of free water are the main
causes of high viscosity [160]. Triton X-405 modifies the surface of the petcoke particles and
makes them hydrophilic. Therefore, the initial strong attractive interaction energy of the particles
is considerably reduced, resulting in a decrease in particle aggregation. Moreover, the long chains
of the ethoxy groups of Triton X-405 provide steric hindrance and further aid in preventing the
particles from aggregating. Therefore, Triton X-405 is the most effective additive in the case of
petcoke water slurry. Norlig TSD slightly reduces the hydrophobicity of the petcoke particles, and
therefore the reduction in viscosity is also less drastic compared to the case of Triton X-405.
Illinois no. 6 coal is slightly hydrophobic with hydrophilic characteristics [160]. Whereas
Norlig TSD makes it slightly more hydrophobic, Triton X-405 makes it hydrophilic. An increase
in hydrophobicity causes less adsorption of water on the solid surface, and an increase in
hydrophilicity reduces the slurry’s network formation tendencies. Both of these factors minimize
the trapping of free water, and therefore more free water is available for the fluidity of the slurry.
The principle reason for the high viscosity of the hydrophilic Pust coal water slurry is due
to adsorption or absorption of free water [160]. The only way to reduce viscosity in this case is to
decrease the hydrophilicity of the sample. Norlig TSD increases the hydrophobicity of the Pust
coal water slurry significantly and therefore aids in viscosity reduction. Triton X-405 decreases
hydrophilicity only slightly and therefore does not cause any significant viscosity reduction.
To further confirm the release of trapped free water due to the addition of additives, TGA
was done to determine the free water content of all three CSWS, with and without additives.
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5.5.5. Change in free water content with the addition of additives
To test if additives function by releasing trapped water in CSWS, TGA analyses were done
on CSWS of the same solid loading with and without additives. The results of the analyses have
been plotted in Figure 5-23 and have been further summarized in Table 5-13. It was observed that
there was a change in the free water to total water ratio when using additives. For the petcokewater slurry, the ratio was at its maximum when using Triton X-405, which explains the maximum
reduction in viscosity when using Triton X-405. For Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurry, the ratio was
higher in the case of Norlig TSD. For Pust coal-water slurry, the free water content was at its
maximum when using Norlig TSD, whereas Triton X-405 had hardly any effect on the free water
content in this case. These results follow the same trend as viscosity reduction.
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Figure 5-23. Free water to total water ratio of (a) petcoke-water slurry (b) Illinois no. 6 coalwater slurry (c) Pust coal-water slurry
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Table 5-13. Free water to total water ratio with and without additives

Without Additive

With Norlig TSD

With Triton X-405

Petcoke

84.6 ± 1.5

84.2±2.1

90.6±2.00

Illinois no. 6 coal

77.2 ± 2.1

79.6±2.5

77±2.80

Pust coal

65.1 ± 2.8

71.5±3.6

65.3±5.20

Therefore section 5.5 can be summarized as:


The free water to total water ratio is constant for a particular carbonaceous solid-water slurry.



Additives release trapped bound water, resulting in an increase in the free water to total water
ratio.



Viscosity increases with a decrease in the free water content or increase in the bound water
content of the slurry.
It is evident that the viscosity of a slurry depends on the availability of free water in it.

Therefore, the variation of viscosity with the weight fraction of free water in a slurry was studied
and is presented in Figure 5-24. The free water/total weight of the slurry is not only a function of
surface chemistry but is also dependent on the particle size distribution. The narrower the particle
size distribution in a slurry, the more water would be trapped in the void volume; hence the free
water content of the slurry would be less [46]. Therefore, the ratio of the weight of free water to
the total slurry weight can take into account both particle size distribution and surface chemistry.
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Figure 5-24. Variation of viscosity with the weight fraction of free water in the slurry
As is evident from Figure 5-24, viscosity correlates very well with the free water to total
slurry weight ratio. Therefore, viscosity can be directly predicted using equation 5-13, if the free
water content and the total slurry weight are known.
𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 48073𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−34.54 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦)

(5-13)

This equation makes prediction of slurry viscosity easier, as knowledge of the surface chemistry
of the solids or the particle size distribution of the solids in the slurry would not be required. The
free water content can be determined using TGA, and the total weight of the slurry measured can
then be used in equation 5-13 to predict slurry viscosity.
5.5.6. Selection of additives
The key to viscosity reduction is to release bound water into the bulk phase to increase the
free water content of a slurry. Since the mechanism of trapping water varies for different
carbonaceous solids in water, the choice of additive also varies. Highly hydrophobic solids like
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petcoke, bitumen, etc., tend to form interparticle aggregation networks, which trap free water. This
network structure is therefore responsible for causing an increase in viscosity in the case of highly
hydrophobic solids. The additive in this case should be able to prevent aggregation of particles by
decreasing the hydrophobicity of the carbonaceous solids or by providing steric hindrance.
Therefore, non-ionic additives appear to be most suitable for such carbonaceous solids. With an
increase in O/C ratio, the hydrophilicity of the carbonaceous solid increases. It starts adsorbing
and absorbing water. The additive in this case should be able to make the solid more hydrophobic
so that adsorption or absorption of water decreases and more free water is available in the slurry.
In this study, the anionic additive, Norlig TSD, proved to be a better choice in such cases.

Section summary
 Adsorption of additives on a carbonaceous solid surface increases with an increase in mineral
matter content.
 The addition of an anionic additive, Norlig TSD, increased the zeta potential of carbonaceous
solids. The increase in zeta potential did not result in a slight increase in the electrostatic
repulsive interaction energy, which was still lower than the polar interaction energy by 5-6
orders of magnitude.
 Additives increase or decrease the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of carbonaceous solids. The
resultant polar interaction energy is still the dominant interaction energy in CSWS.
 A change in hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity releases bound water and therefore decreases the
viscosity of a slurry. This was confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis, which determined the
weight of free water in the slurries. Therefore, additives act by increasing the free water of a
CSWS.
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 The ratio of free water to total water is constant for a particular carbonaceous solid in
suspension with water. It increases with a decrease in the O/C ratio of carbonaceous solids.
 The free water to slurry weight ratio can be directly used to predict viscosity using the
correlation developed in this work.
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Chapter 6 . Conclusions & Recommendations for future work
6.1. Conclusions
The primary objective of this study was to determine the interfacial interactions in
concentrated carbonaceous solid water slurries that cause increase in viscosity and based on that
incorporate the effect of solid surface chemistry in a viscosity predicting equation for improved
accuracy of prediction especially at higher loading. The other objective was to investigate the
science of viscosity reduction using additives, to form a basis for selection of additives. The main
conclusions of the study are:
1. The interaction energy calculation performed in this study showed that the interparticle
hydrophobic/hydrophilic interaction energies are 5-6 orders of magnitude greater than the van der
Waals interaction energies and the electrostatic interaction energies in carbonaceous solids-water
slurries at an interparticle distance of 4-5 nm. Therefore in a highly concentrated CSWS, with short
interparticle distances, these interaction energies are the dominant interaction energies and are
primarily responsible for influencing slurry rheology.
2. On the basis of the surface chemistry, carbonaceous solids when in water either form
aggregation networks and entrap water in those networks or adsorb/absorb water on their surface.
This loss of water leads to an increase in the solid volume fraction of the slurry. The increase in
the solid volume fraction given by VFCF was determined for five carbonaceous solids with
varying O/C ratios, using viscosity measurements. The increase in solid volume fraction when in
water was found to be constant for a particular carbonaceous solid and increased with an increase
in the O/C ratio of the carbonaceous solid. A correlation between VFCF and the O/C ratio of the
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solid was developed. The Krieger-Dougherty equation was modified to take into account the
increased solid volume fraction and hence the solid surface chemistry (O/C ratio).
𝑂

𝑉𝐹𝐶𝐹 = 2.04 𝐶 + 1.29

𝜂𝑟 = [1 −

𝑂
𝐶

(2.04∗ +1.29)𝜑
𝜑𝑚

]−[𝜂]𝜑𝑚

The modified model was validated using petcoke, Pittsburgh no. 8 coal, and Beulah coalwater slurries. These slurries had particle size distributions different from what was used for
developing the model. This was done to ensure that the model is valid for slurries of all types of
carbonaceous solids and particle size distributions. The predictions were observed to closely match
the experimental results at higher solid loadings.
3. Thermogravimetric analysis was used to determine the amount of free water in the slurry (the
difference between the total water and the bound water). The free water increases with a decrease
in solids loading for a particular CSWS (an increase of 21 wt.% for a decrease of solid loading
from 67 wt.% to 44 wt.% for petcoke water slurry) and decreases with an increase in the O/C ratio
of the carbonaceous solid (free to total water ratio is 84 wt.% for petcoke and 66 wt.% for Pust
coal). The ratio of free water to total water remains constant for a slurry of a particular
carbonaceous solid, irrespective of solid loading.
4. Additives change the wettability of carbonaceous solids, resulting in the release of bound water,
thereby increasing the free water content of the slurry. This causes a decrease in slurry viscosity.
For example an increase in free water of 6 wt.% (by adding Triton X-405 to petcoke water slurry)
resulted in a decrease in viscosity from 0.12 Pa.s to 0.01Pa.s (63 wt.% solid loading). The increase
in free water was detected and determined by thermogravimetric analysis. Therefore, additives act
by increasing the free water available for the fluidity of a CSWS.
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5. A correlation between slurry viscosity and the weight fraction of free water in the slurry was
developed. The correlation is given as follows:
𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 48073𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−34.54 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦)
This correlation requires the knowledge of only the free water content of the slurry, which can be
easily measured using TGA and therefore can be used to measure the viscosities of slurries with
unknown particle size distribution and solid surface chemistry.

6.2. Recommendations for future work
6.2.1. Investigation of the rheology of slurries with more than one type of solids or noncarbonaceous solids in water
Gasification industries often add flux in the form of limestone or ash to the feed slurry in
order to reduce slag viscosity [37,164]. Moreover, often more than one type of carbonaceous solid
is used in the slurry [130,133]. The interfacial interactions in such scenarios are expected to
comprise similar solid interactions, particle-water interactions and interactions between two
dissimilar solids. Evaluating interfacial interactions in these cases, would help in prediction of
slurry rheology and hence in optimizing operation. Depending on the nature and the loading of the
solids used, the level of complexity of such a study would vary. However, the following steps
provide general guidelines.
 Through viscosity measurements and thermogravimetric analysis, the increase in solid volume
fraction and free water content of a slurry can be determined.
 By varying the ratio of the solids in the slurry, the change in free water content can be observed.
 The change in free water content can be correlated to the changing surface chemistry
parameter.
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 Combinations of more types of solids should be tested in order to have better knowledge of
interfacial interactions in such slurries and their effect on slurry rheology.
Following a similar approach, this study can be used to determine the rheology of suspensions of
different types of proppants used in hydrofracking [165]. The existing rheology models in these
cases take into account particle-dynamics and particle hydrodynamics. Thus the models can be
modified to incorporate the effect of surface chemistry. Moreover since the shape of the proppants
can be controlled better, the effect of shape on interfacial interactions and slurry rheology can be
investigated using proppant slurry. The finding can be incorporated in the models predicting slurry
viscosity to improve the accuracy of prediction.
6.2.2. Algorithm for additive selection
Through this study, it was concluded that additives act by releasing bound water into the
bulk slurry. Hydrophobic carbonaceous solids in water tend to aggregate in a concentrated slurry.
Therefore, additives with long chains that can provide steric interaction and can reduce the
hydrophobicity of the carbonaceous solid surface to prevent aggregation are more appropriate in
this case. At the same time, hydrophilic carbonaceous solids should be rendered slightly
hydrophobic so that their capacity to absorb and adsorb water is lower. This can be used as a
general guideline for selection of additives. However, developing an algorithm that would be able
to specify the additive to be used based on the O/C ratio of the carbonaceous solid in the slurry
can prove to be useful for the industries.
For such an investigations, the preliminary steps would involve:
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 It is important to determine a relationship for adsorption of an additive in terms of the carbon
structure and mineral matter content of the carbonaceous solid and the additive’s chemical
structure.

 The relationship between the chemical structure of an additive and the decrease in
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the carbonaceous solid surface also must be determined.

 The role of steric interaction has to be explored. Non-ionic additives can have different
numbers of chains. For example, Triton X is available as Triton X-100, Triton X-102, Triton
X-165, Triton X- 305 and Triton X-405 with numbers of side chains equal to 10, 13, 16, 30
and 40, respectively. The role of steric interaction would be apparent if the effect of all these
forms of Triton X on the change of hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the carbonaceous surface
and free water content of the slurry is investigated.
This algorithm, if developed, would be able to shortlist the additives that can be used for a
particular CSWS. Hence experiments involving a wide variety of additives to observe their effect
on slurry viscosity can be avoided. This would save a great deal of time and would make the
process more economical. Moreover, this algorithm can be further generalized and used for
predicting additives for other kinds of suspensions.
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Appendix A. Calculation of maximum packing efficiency
A program in MATLAB was written to calculate the maximum packing volume of the
carbonaceous solids in CSWS. This program was written on the basis of the steps described by
Veytsman et al. [122]. The program calculates maximum packing efficiency (𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) of a mixture
of particles consisting of particles of sizes d1, d2…dk. The effective minimal diameter of the
mixture (deff) is that size of the particle last added to the mixture if it is impossible to further add
any particles of size deff and larger without changing the volume of the mixture. For particles
consisting of only d1 size, the effective minimal diameter is d1. The amount of particles that can
be added to any blend without increasing its total volume depends only on three parameters - the
volume of voids, the added particle size, and the effective minimal diameter of the blend. The total
volume of the mixture of particle and the void volume is calculated using the following equations
where vsolid is the total volume of the solids in the mixture:
1

Total volume = 𝑣𝑡 = 𝜑 × 𝑣𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑
𝑖

(A-1)

1

Volume of voids = (𝜑 − 1) ∗ 𝑣𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑

(A-2)

𝑖

The algorithm of the program is as follows:
Step 1: The different sizes of particles (d1, d2….dk) in the mixture is recorded.
Step 2: Total volume of particles of each size (v1, v2…vk) is calculated and recorded.
Step 3: Let the biggest sized particles of size d1 and volume v1 be placed first. The total volume
of the space occupied is calculated as,
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1

𝑣𝑡 = 𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝑣1

(A-3)

𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 = Maximum packing efficiency = .639 for monodisperse mixtures.
Step 3: A loop is started from 1 to k for k number of size ranges
Step 4: Void volume available in the mixture before addition of particles belonging to the size
range of di+1 is calculated using the equation A-4 where x and y are calculated using equation A-5
and A-6, respectively. Equation A-6 has been obtained by the authors Veytsman et al empirically.
𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑 = 𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ (𝑣𝑡 − 𝑣𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑) ∗ 𝑦
𝑥=

𝑦=

(A-4)

𝑑𝑖

(A-5)

𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓

(1−𝑥)

(A-6)

(1+ (2.68∗𝑥) + (3.98∗𝑥∗𝑥)

Step 5: Total volume of solid to be added is compared to the void volume. If total volume of solid
to be added (v i+1) is greater than the void volume then new total volume is equal to the sum of the
initial total volume and the new total volume given by equation A-7. The new deff is given by
equation A-8:
New total volume =

𝑣𝑖+1 −𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑

(A-7)

𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥

deff = d(i+1)

(A-8)

Step 6: If total volume of solid to be added (v i+1) is less than the void volume then the total volume
remains unchanged. The new deff can be calculated using the following equations A-9 and A-10.

𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝑑(𝑖+1)

(A-9)

𝑝
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𝑝=

1−𝑘𝑘

(A-10)

1+(2.68∗𝑘𝑘)+(3.68∗𝑘𝑘∗𝑘𝑘)

𝑘𝑘 =

𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑−𝑣(𝑖+1)

(A-11)

𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥∗(𝑣𝑡−𝑣𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

Step 7: At the end of the loop maximum packing efficiency is calculated using the equation A-12.

𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 =

𝑣𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑

(A-12)

𝑣𝑡

The code is as follows:
% Phimax (Maximum solid volume fraction) calculation
clc
clear all
v = [v1, v2, v3……..vk];
d = [d1, d2, d3…… dk];
phimax = .639;
vt = v (1) /phimax;
vsolid = v(1);
deff = d (1);
for i =1: (k-1)
x = d (i+1)/deff;
y= (1-x)/ (1+ (2.68*x) + (3.98*x*x));
vvoid =phimax*(vt-vsolid)*y;
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vsolid = vsolid +v (i+1);
if v (i+1)>vvoid
vt = vt + ((v (i+1)-vvoid)/phimax);
deff = d (i+1);
else
kk = (vvoid-v (i+1))/ (phimax*(vt-vsolid));
p = (1-kk)/ (1+ (2.68*kk) + (3.68*kk*kk));
deff = d (i+1)/p;
end
end
phimaxfinal = vsolid / vt
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Appendix B. Effect of mineral matter content of the carbonaceous
solid on the predictability of the modified Krieger-Dougherty
equation
Most of the coals found in USA have low mineral matter content (ash ~10% by weight).
The surface chemistries of these coals can be represented by the O/C ratio of the coals. The
modified Krieger-Dougherty equation accounts for the surface chemistry by taking into account
the O/C ratio of the carbonaceous solids. As was observed through this research, viscosities of
slurries of these low mineral matter coals can be accurately predicted by the modified KriegerDougherty equation. However, there are coals in other parts of the world with higher mineral
matter content. Surface chemistries of such carbonaceous solids might not be adequately described
by the O/C ratio only and might need a parameter taking into account the mineral matter content
of the coals. To check if the Krieger-Dougherty equation can predict viscosities of slurries of such
coals, this study was done.
Pittsburgh no. 8 coal was gravity separated following the method outlined by Soundarrajan et al.
[151]. The different fractions have different percentages of carbon, oxygen and mineral matters.
For this study three fractions - the SG2, SG3 and the refuse were used to represent carbonaceous
solids with different O/C ratios as well as different mineral matter content. An analyses of the
different gravity fractions is given as follows: Viscosities of the slurries of the different gravity
separated fractions of the Pittsburgh no. 8 coal in water, were recorded. The experimental results
were compared with the predictions of modified Krieger-Dougherty equation in the following
Figure B-1:
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Table B-1. Analyses of gravity separated fractions of Pittsburgh no. 8 coal (dry basis)
SG2

SG3

Refuse

10.7

51.6

81.6

Volatile matter 34.4

21.1

11.5

Fixed carbon

52.8

25.4

6.9

Carbon

76.2

30.9

10.2

Hydrogen

5.4

2.1

1.3

Nitrogen

1.4

.5

.6

Sulfur

1.6

8.5

1.6

Oxygen

4.6

6.5

4.7

Ash

3
Experimental results ( SG2
fraction)

2.5

Modified K-D equation
predicted results (SG2 fraction)

Viscosity (Pas)

2

Experimental Results (SG3
fraction)
Modified K-D equation (SG3
fractions)

1.5

Experimental results (refuse
sample)

1

0.5

0
0.38

0.4

0.42

0.44

0.46

0.48

0.5

Solid Volume fraction

Figure B-1. Comparison of experimentally obtained viscosities with predictions of modified K-D
equation
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From the Figure B-1 it is evident that modified K-D equation can provide accurate prediction of
the viscosities of the slurries of SG2 gravity fraction coal in water. This is because the mineral
matter content (as indicated by the ash yield) is low for these solids and the surface chemistry is
well represented by the O/C ratio. However for the slurries of SG3 gravity fraction and the refuse,
the predictions of modified K-D equations are not very accurate. For solid volume fractions of .46
and .48 in case of SG3 fraction and for all solid volume fractions (from .4 to .48) in case of the
refuse sample the viscosity predictions by the modified K-D equation is infinity and therefore
could not be plotted on the graph whereas the experimental obtained viscosities values are lower
than that. This shows that for this high mineral matter solids (as indicated by their ash yields),
modified K-D equation is not sufficient to predict viscosity.
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Appendix C. Prediction of viscosity using average VFCF values
As observed from table 5-7, the VFCF values for slurries of a carbonaceous solid vary slightly
over different solid volume fractions. It decreases slightly with increase in solid volume fractions
due to crowding of particles resulting in release of some of its trapped water into the bulk slurry.
Therefore the VFCF values of slurries of a carbonaceous solid were averaged over different initial
solid volume fractions and the average was used to represent the VFCF for slurries of that
carbonaceous solid. To determine the accuracy of prediction using the average VFCF value, the
predictions were compared with the experimental results. It was observed that the viscosity
predictions of the modified K-D equation using the average VFCF value matched the experimental
values very well in comparison to the viscosity predictions of the original K-D equation.

1.2

Experimental Results
Modified KD equation predictions

Viscosity Pa.s

1

K-D equation predictions

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0.5

0.52
0.54
Solid volume fraction

(a) Petcoke-water slurry
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0.56

Viscosity (Pa.s)

0.7

Experimental Results

0.6

Modified K-D equation predictions
K-D equation predictions

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0.46

0.48

0.5
Solid volume fraction

0.52

0.54

(b) Orchard coal-water slurry

1
Experimental Results
0.8

Modified K-D equation

Viscosity (Pa.s)

K-D equation predictions

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0.42

0.44
0.46
Solid volume fractions

(c) Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurry
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0.48

0.8

Experimental Results

Viscosity (Pa.s)

Modified K-D equation prediction
0.6

K-D equation prediction

0.4

0.2

0
0.38

0.4

0.42

0.44

0.46

Solid volume fraction

(d) Dietz coal-water slurry

2

Experimental Results
Modified K-D equation prediction

Viscosity (Pa.s)

1.5

K-D equation prediction

1

0.5

0
0.35

0.37
0.39
Solid volume fraction

0.41

(e) Pust coal-water slurry

Figure C-1. Comparison of experimental results with predictions of modified K-D equations
using average VFCF
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Appendix D. Variation of interparticle interaction energies with
distance
It can be observed that polar interaction energy is the dominant interaction energy in CSWS for
interparticle distance less than 4nm in all cases beyond which it dies down.

Interaction Energy (J)
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6

8

10

-2E-15
Hydrophobic Interaction Energy

-4E-15

Van der Waal Interaction Energy
-6E-15

Electrostatic Interaction Energy

-8E-15
Inter particle distance (nm)

(a) Petcoke-Water slurry

Interaction Energy (J)
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0
0

2
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8

10

Hydrophobic Interaction Energy
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-8E-15
Interparticle distance (nm)

(b) Orchard coal-water slurry
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(c) Illinois no. 6 coal-water slurry
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(d) Dietz Coal-water slurry
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Interaction Energy (J)
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Hydrophobic Interaction Energy
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0
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(e) Pust coal-water slurry

Figure D-1. Variation of the interparticle interaction energy with interparticle distance
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Appendix E. Microscope images of carbonaceous solids in water to
study aggregation behavior
Slurries of petcoke, bitumen and Illinois no. 6 coal in water, having same solid loading of 1 % by
weight, were observed under the microscope to get an idea of the slurry microstructure in each
case. It can be observed that as expected the highly hydrophobic petcoke and bitumen samples
have formed a network-like structure as opposed to bituminous Illinois #6 coal in which the
particles are far apart and do not seem to aggregate.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure E-1. Microscope images (magnification 20μm) of suspended carbonaceous particles in
CSWS (a) petcoke (b) bitumen (c) Illinoi no. 6 coal -water slurries
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Appendix F. Algorithm of viscosity prediction using modified
Krieger-Dougherty equation
Through this research the existing Krieger-Dougherty equation was modified to incorporate effect
of one of the important surface chemistry parameters, O/C ratio of the carbonaceous solid, to
improve accuracy of viscosity prediction. Although the step by step process of predicting viscosity
(for CSWS without additives) using the modified Krieger-Dougherty equation has been discussed
elaborately in section 5-2 of the thesis, to make it convenient for the readers, the algorithm has
been summarized below:
Step 1: Particle size distribution of the carbonaceous solid mixture has to be determined accurately
either using sieves or using the laser based particle size distribution analyzer.
Step 2: Maximum packing efficiency (𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), has to be calculated using the algorithm in Appendix
A based on the work done by Veytsman et al.
Step 3: The O/C ratio of the carbonaceous solid has to be determined.
Step 4: The following correlation was used to calculate the increase in solid volume fraction of the
carbonaceous solid when in suspension with water or the volume fraction correction factor (VFCF)
of the CSWS.
𝑂

𝑉𝐹𝐶𝐹 = 2.04 𝐶 + 1.29
Step 5: The following modified Krieger-Dougherty equation was used to predict viscosity of the
CSWS.

𝜂𝑟 = [1 −

𝑂
𝐶

(2.04∗ +1.29)𝜑
𝜑𝑚

]−[𝜂]𝜑𝑚

Where,
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𝜑 = initial solid volume fraction
[𝜂] = intrinsic viscosity = 2.7 for spheres
Another alternative approach for viscosity determination for CSWS with and without additive is
as follows:
Step 1: The CSWS of any solid loading and particle size distribution is prepared (with or without
additive)
Step 2: Using thermogravimetric analysis data, the free water weight is determined (as described
in section 5.4.3.1
Step 3: The weight of free water to total slurry weight is determined and used in the following
correlation to calculate viscosity.

𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 48073𝑒 −34.54 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
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Appendix G. Calculation of interfacial interaction energies
To illustrate the interparticle interaction energy calculation the following example calculations
have been included:
1. Van der Waal interaction energy calculation for a concentrated (60 wt.%) Illinois no.6 coal
water slurry:
Given information:
Contact angle of water Illinois no.6 coal 60.2°
Hamaker constant = 4.84 × 10−20 J
Radius of particles = 36 μm (weighted average diameter of particle is 72 μm, assuming particles
are spheres)
Assumptions:
1. Carbonaceous solids are spherical.
2. Due to the high concentration of the slurries and the shear the particles are at an inter particle
distance of ~1 nm [61]
The Hamaker constant for the carbonaceous solid is calculated using the following equation.
A11 = A33 (1+cos Ɵ) = 4.84E-20 (1+ cos 72) = 5.8 E-21
A131 = Effective Hamaker constant of Illinois no.6 in in water is given by
𝐴131 = (√𝐴11 − √𝐴33 )2 = (√. 58 × 10−20 − √4.84 × 10−20 ) 2
= (.76 × 10−10 − 2.2 × 10−10 )2 = 1.44 E-20
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𝑉𝑊 = −

𝐴131
12𝐻

𝑅 =−

1.44 𝐸−20
12∗1

360 = 43.2 E-20 J

2. Polar interaction energy calculation for a concentrated (60 wt.%) Illinois no.6 coal water slurry
The contact angles of the following liquids on Illinois no. 6 coal are given in Table G1.
Table G1. Contact angle of different liquids on Illinois no.6 coal
Water (°)
Illinois no. 6 coal

Glycerol (°)

62 ± 1.9

62 ± 3.1

Diiodomethane (°)
13 ± 5.6

Using the contact angles in Young Dupre equation, the equation was solved simultaneously, to
−
determine ɣ𝑑𝑆, ɣ+
𝑆 , ɣ𝑆 , the apolar component, the acid component and the basic component of

surface tension respectively.
𝐿𝑊
+ −
− +
(1+cosƟ) 𝛾𝐿 = 2 (√ɣ𝐿𝑊
𝑆 ɣ𝐿 + √ɣ𝑆 ɣ𝐿 + √ɣ𝑆 ɣ𝐿 )

The values determined were as follows:
Table G2. Surface tension components of Illinois no.6 coal and water
Material

𝛾 𝐿𝑊 (mJ/m2)

𝛾 + (mJ/m2)

𝛾 − (mJ/m2)

Illinois no. 6 coal

49.5

0.7

8.4

Water

21.8

25.5

25.5

Assumption: Spherical particles
The polar interaction energy constant is given by the following equations:
+
+
−
−
−
∆𝐺𝑙𝐴𝐵
= −2(√ɣ1𝐿𝑊 − √ɣ𝐿𝑊
)2 - 4(√ɣ1+ √ɣ1− + √ɣ+
3
3 √ɣ3 − √ɣ1 √ɣ3 − √ɣ3 √ɣ1 )
0
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= - 2 (√49.5 − √21.80 )2 - 4 (√. 7√8.4 + √25.5√25.5 − √. 7√25.5 − √25.5√8.4 )
= - 45 (mJ/m2) = -45 × 10-3 J/m2
The polar interaction energy is calculated using the following equation:
𝑙 −𝑙

∆𝐺𝑙𝐴𝐵 = 𝜋𝑅𝜆∆𝐺𝑙𝐴𝐵
exp( 0𝜆 )
0
= 3.14×36×10-6 m ×1× 10-9 m × - 45 × 10-3 J/m2 exp(

.16 𝑛𝑚−1 𝑛𝑚
1 𝑛𝑚

)

= - 4.9 E-15 J
∆𝐺𝑙𝐴𝐵 = Polar surface interaction energy between two particles
𝑙 = is the distance between two particles
R = Radius of particle
𝛾 = 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 1𝑛𝑚 [99] (This corresponds to the radius of gyration of the average size of
water clusters having 4 to 5 water molecules per cluster, at room temperature.)
𝑙0 = minimum equilibrium distance = .16nm [99]
3. Electrostatic interaction energy calculation for a concentrated (60 wt.%) Illinois no.6 coal water
slurry:
4𝑒 2 𝑁𝐴 𝐼

k=√

𝜀𝐴 𝑘𝑇

where, εa = absolute dielectric constant of the dispersion media (water in this case),
ζ = surface charge approximated as the zeta potential
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k-1 = debye length
H = interparticle distance
e = electric charge =1.602X10-19C
NA = Avogadro constant = 6.023 × 1023 per mole
I = ionic strength
K = Boltzmann constant = 1.38 × 10−23 𝑚2 𝐾𝑔𝑠 −1 𝐾 −1
T = absolute temperature

Therefore = k =

4𝑒 2 𝑁𝐴 𝐼
𝜀𝐴 𝑘𝑇

= √

4×(1.602×10−19 )2 ×6.023 ×1023 ×1.75
8.85×10−12 × 80×1.38 ×10−23 ×298

Debye length = k-1 = 2.94 nm
The electrostatic interaction energy is given by
VE = 2πεaRζ2ln exp (-kH)
= 2×3.14× 8.85 × 10−12 × 80 ×36× 10−9 × .036 × .036 𝑒 −.34∗1
= 1.5× 10−19 J
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=. 34𝑛𝑚−1
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